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Congressional hearings set on LBL
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

Defending AL
champs down
2-0 to Orioles
Page 10

After months of alluding to
congressional hearings on the
Land Between the Lakes, U.S. 1st
District Rep. Ed Whitfield
announced they will be held in
February.
Whitfield made the announcement that Congress would hold
an official oversight hearing on
LBL's future at Kenlake Resort
Park Wednesday.
The hearing is scheduled for
the first two weeks of February
1997 at a yet to be determined
site in Kentucky.
Responding to the concerns of
many LBL residents and users of
the 170,000 acre tract, Whitfield
made a promise at earlier town
meetings that he would "fight"
for a hearing.
Whitfield told a press confer-

ence crowd of approximately 40
people that TVA management
sent fellow representatives to tell
him a hearing would be a
mistake.
"I made a commitment that I
was going to do everything possible to obtain a heaf.ng on LBL,"
said Whitfield. "I had great difficulty in accomplishing that
because the directors of TVA
were very much opposed to our
doing it."
Of importance to Whitfield is
giving residents the opportunity
for their voices to be heard during the hearings.
"I think these hearings are
extremely important," he said. "I
think we've made great strides
for LBL in the last few months.
The purpose for this hearing is so
that your voice can be heard. I
think it will benefit all of us."

the table," Whitfield said. "We'll
try to structure it to be as inclusive as possible."
Whitfield's announcement garnered a negative reaction from
his 1st District opponent, Democrat Dennis Null.

REP. ED WHITFIELD
Whitfield said the hearing will
address a wide range of issues
that will cover everything from
LBL's future to an evaluation of
TVA's management of the land.
"I think everything will be on

In a news conference, Null
questioned the motives and timing of his opponent's
announcement.
"Mr. Whitfield's trying to put a
good face on bad hearings that
could be disastrous for the Land
Between the Lakes," said Null in
a press release. "You have to
wonder why Rep. Whitfield and
the Republicans are waiting until
after the election to hold their
hearings on the LBL.
"When you look at their
record, it's higly unlikely that the
hearings will be little more than a
real estate open house with a

parade of developers and utility
companies telling Congress how
they'd split up TVA and commercialize LBL."
Null will be hosting a visit to
LBL by Interior Secretary Bruce
Babbitt this weekend.
Several in attendance at Whitfield's press conference said they
were eager for such hearings.
"I think that a hearing has been
long overdue," said Murray resident Paul Yambert. "It is important that we have a chance to
have straightforward hearings."
Joe Baust, Murray State University professor and a proponent
of the reopening of LBL's idle
Youth Station, said he is pleased
with the Congressman's action.
"My only concern is, as we
wait for February, what will hapIII

See
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Patton
considers
weapons ban
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton is considering
a ban on concealed weapons in
the Capitol and other state
offices, but a state legislator
questions whether the governor
has the authority for such
action.
A draft of an executive order
would prohibit concealed weapons on all property owned,
leased or controlled by the
executive branch of state government — with the exception
of state universities. The draft
already has the approval of
Attorney General Ben Chandler, Secretary of State John Y.
Brown Ill and Chief Justice
Robert Stephens.
The draft was sent to Chandler and Brown because constitutional officers must approve
executive orders signed by the
governor before they may
affect their offices.
"There is a time and place
for everything," Brown said. "A
government office is not the
place for concealed deadly
weapons."
But Rep. Robert Damron,
who sponsored the right-tocarry bill backed by Patton,
pledged to oppose a ban. Damron questioned Wednesday
whether Patton has the authority to ban concealed weapons
from state property.
Although the law, which went
into effect Tuesday, allows
state, county and local governments to ban concealed weapons in buildings they control, it
specifies that that power
belongs to the legislature.
''The last time I looked the
governor was in the executive
branch," Damron said.
Melissa Forsythe, Patton's
spokeswoman, wouldn't discuss details of the proposed
order, stressing that it was still
a draft. She said more than one
version might be floating
around the Capitol.
WEATHER
•

Tonight...Clear and quite
cool. Low around 40. North
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday...Sunny and cool.
High near 70.
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Miller enters
guilty plea to
murder, assault
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANE/ Ledger & Times photo

Daniel Miller faces the court while his attorney Steve West goes over the plea
agreement during Wednesday's
action in Circuit Court.

Commonwealth's Attorney Mike Ward said he will focus
his
attention on the murder trial of Theresa Miller now that one case
is over.
Under tight security Wednesday in Calloway County Circuit
Court, Daniel T. Miller, 23, pleaded guilty to an array of charges
including the murder of Calvert City pharmacist Charles
Hensley.
Circuit Judge David Buckingham said he will recommend life
in prison in that case.
Officers from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, the
Murray Police Department and the Marshall County Sheriff's
Department lined the courtroom as Miller's victims and area
media watched the Tatumsville man enter guilty pleas to 19
charges involving six grand jury indictments against him.
Along with the murder of Hensley, Miller pled guilty to
assaulting a Marshall County woman and a Calloway County
woman one year ago.
4
Buckingham recommended a life sentence for the Oct. 4, 1995
• See Page 2

Patton ally says comp session bad idea
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A close ally of Paul Patton's
says the governor's insistence on a special session to deal
with worker's compensation could be the end of his "honeymoon" with the legislature.
State Rep. Herbie, Deskins, D-Pikeville, wrote a fourpage letter to Patton recently questioning the need for
changes so close on the heels of the 1994 reforms. He said
many of the key elements of that reform have not had
enough time to achieve their full impact.
"Why can't we just wait until we see what (that legisla-

tion) does?" he said in an article in Wednesday's edition
of the Appalachian News-Express in Pikeville. "I don't
know what music the governor is dancing to, but, you
know, it's not the music that I hear from the Mountain
Caucus and members of the Democratic Party."
Patton has said he hopes to call a special legislative session on the issue sometime after Thanksgiving. The governor has offered few specifics as to what changes he might
ask for, but Deskins said he understands the plan "has all
these drastic changes about injury" and other issues.

Deskins said changing things now doesn't make sense,
noting that rates have decreased 33 percent in the past two
years.
"As the rhetoric escalates about the worker's compensation issue, the positive impact that (the 1994 reform effort)
is having on workers' compensation rates in Kentucky
appears to be going unnoticed," he wrote in the Sept. 24
letter to Patton. "This is extremely unfortunate because I
See Page 2

Scattered clashes
in aftermath of
Washington summit
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By ANTHONY SHAM
Associated Press Writer
HEBRON, West Bank (AP) —
Palestinian demonstrators burned
U.S. flags and stoned Israeli. soldiers today after a Washington
summit failed to meet Palestinian
demands that Israel set a date for
a troop pullback in Hebron and
close a Jerusalem tourist tunnel.
Across the West Bank, Israel
kept tanks and soldiers posted
outside Palestinian towns to put
down possible riots, but Defense
Minister Yitzhak Mordechai told
Israel radio that travel restrictions
might be eased if there is no new
violence.
For the past week, Palestinians
in the West Bank have been
barred by Israeli troops from
leaving their communities, keeping workers from their jobs.
On the hills outside Ramallah
— where Palestinian police and

c. ""• ."-'•••••••••••:,..-

•:;%.

Israeli troops fought armed battles last week — Israeli snipers
were set up in eight positions,
and a tank stationed nearby.
Tanks also remained outside the
Palestinian town of Qalqilya.
"We will stay this way as long
as necessary," Brig. Gen. Dovik
Tal, a tank commander, said on
Israeli army radio.
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's government praised the
U.S.-sponsored summit in which
Israel and the Palestinians agreed
to resume negotiations Sunday at
Erez, a border crossing between
Israel and Gaza.
Although no date was set for a
Hebron withdrawal. Israeli newspapers said Netanyahu apparently
gave President Clinton a target
date. The withdrawal is six
II
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HOMECOMING CANDIDATES: Murray

BERNARD KANE/ Ledger II TImes photo

High School celebrates its homecoming this weekend with
a game and CIfflefnalli•S Friday night at Ty Holland Field. The candidat for
es
Homecoming Owen are
Angle Fitch, Angie Colson, Kim Alexander and Stephanie Simmon
s
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Senate votes on FAA •Summit...
bill, ends session

MI Miller...
FROM PAGE 1
assault on a woman in the Sharpe
community of Marshall County.
Miller faced 14 various
charges in that case including
sodomy, rape, burglary and
receiving stolen property. An
auempted murder charge was dismissed and several others were
amended to lesser charges by
way of a plea agreement.
Miller's sentence in the assault
of Nancy Williams of Calloway
County Oct. 5, 1995 will be
doubled by his guilty plea to persistent felon charges.
Miller also pled guilty to theft
charges for stealing a 1988
Dodge Dakota truck which he
used to flee the area after the
assault on the two women. He
will probably get a five-year sentence for that crime.
Miller entered a guilty plea
Wednesday for attempting to
escape from the Marshall County
Jail along with Keith Junker, who
is currently under indictment for
the armed robbery of a Calloway
County bank.
In all, Miller will face two life
sentences plus 105 years at a sentencing hearing set for Oct. 23.
"I don't think he will ever see
the light of day," Ward said. "For
starters, he is an admitted persistent felon. He has admitted to
being a murderer, rapist and try-
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mg to esitte from oil. Once the
victim impact statements are
entered into record, I can't imagine that he will ever get out."
With Hensley's family members present in the courtroom,
Miller stood with his courtappointed attorney Steve West
and except for an occasional "yes
sir, your honor," was silent
throughout Wednesday's
precedings.
While the family declined
comment, Ward said the plea
agreements were discussed in
length with them and they were
content with the outcome.
"We've been meeting with all
the victims on a regular basis and
we formulated this proposal. But
we will still try the Theresa Miller case," Ward said.
Miller will be transferred to the
Warren County Regional Detention Center awaiting a Novemeber trial date in the murder of
Theresa Miller. She was found
dead in her Calvert City home
June 16, 1995. There is no relationship between Theresa Miller
and Daniel Miller.
In an exclusive interview last
October, Miller told the Ledger
he was in Old Gilbertsville helping friends prepare for a wedding
the day Theresa Miller was
killed.
According to Miller's brotherin-law, numerous people can verify his whereabouts on that day.
Ward has previously said he
would seek the death penalty in
both murder cases. The penalty
was precluded in the Hensley
case by the agreement.
"We will spend the (upcoming
weeks) preparing for the Theresa
Miller case and will make a decision on the (death penalty) a little
closer to the trial," Ward said.
"Our primary concern is to convict him of the murder first."

FROM PAGE 1

IN Whitfield.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senators eager to end a long and fracuous session made progress today
on one of their last pieces of business, a Federal Aviation Administration bill snarled in a divisive labor dispute.
The Senate voted 66-31, six
more than the 60 votes needed, to
cut off debate and move toward
final passage on the FAA bill
authorizing airport improvements
and new security measures over
the next two years.
Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lou, R-Miss., said that with airline safety a major concern to the
nation, the bill was too important
for further delay. "This would be
a senseless roll of the dice if we
did not invoke cloture this
morning."
Completion of the FAA bill,
and possible action on a federal
parks bill, would bring to an end
the 104th Congress, the first in
40 years to be controlled by
Republicans.
There is wide support for the
basic provisions of the FAA bill.
But Sen. Ted Kennedy, D-Mass.,
and other Democrats have
blocked action because of what
they say is inclusion of a special
interest favor to Federal Express
— a provision making it more
difficult for Federal Express
workers to organize.
Regardless of the vote, Kennedy said, the debate had
"placed a spotlight on a cynical
Republican attempt to help one of
their corporate friends at the
expense of that company's
employees."
Even though Kennedy blamed
Republicans for the dispute, a
Democrat, Sen. Ernest Hollings
of South Carolina, led the effort
to insert the Federal Express language, which he said was merely
a technical matter to restore a sta-

pen to facilities such as the
Youth Station?" Baust said.
TVA Chairman Craven
Crowell responded to Whitfield's
actions by welcoming a hearing
on the land.
"TVA will be delighted to discuss Land Between the Lakes at a
Congressional hearing," said
Crowell in a TVA press release.
"It is unfortunate that LBL has
become a subject of election-year
politics. We all need to focus on
long-term solutions for funding at
LBL."

The Federal Express controversy focused on a provision that
classifies all the company's
employees as aviation workers
under the Railway Labor Act. As
such, they can only join nationwide unions.

Brooks & Dunn
receive top honors

a

•Patton...
FROM PAGE 1
cannot remember a piece of legislation enacted previously by the
General Assembly that has
received as many positive
results."
Patton's office did not comment on Deskins remarks.
Deskins was out of town Wednesday and could not be reached
on whether Patton had replied.
State Sen. Kelsey Friend Sr.,

Homecoming Ham Breakfast
Sponsored by Murray Optimist Club
at

RUDY'S RESTAURANT
October 5, 1996 • 6:00 a.m.-9:00 a.m.
Adults $6.00 • Children $4.00
Proceeds go to support 'Eyes In The Dark' proiect on the purchase of
CaimsIRIS Thermal Imaging Fire Helmet for the Murray Fore Department &
Calloway County Fore-Rescue

zMYERS umber Co.

D-Pikeville, Patton's political
mentor, told the newspaper he
was willing to give Patton a
chance to present his proposals.
But he said he tended to agree
with Deskins.
Both Friend and Deskins routinely rank among the top attorneys receiving profits from workers' compensation cases. Deskins
made no apologies for his law
practice.
Deskins said there is a need to
examine the issue as it affects the
coal industry.
"That (savings) somehow
doesn't reflect to coal," he said.
"We need a whole new way of
charging workers' comp insurance in the coal industry, and I
think the coal industry is getting
ripped off by the insurance
companies."
But he said workers' comp is a
"gut issue," and Patton's bringing it up so soon is likely to
result in a "bloodletting."
"This may be where his honeymoon ends," he said. "Basically, the people who opposed ...
his election are the proponents of
these changes. And the people
who supported him are the opponents of this legislation. So I
guess he's in sort of a catch-22."

(502)753-6450

1
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BOSTITCH

STANLEY
The /Power to Build'
Coil Framing
Nailer

The FAA legislation authorizes
programs worth $19 billion over
two years for airport maintenance
and improvements and new security measures such as requiring
background checks of baggage
handlers. Following the death of
7-year-old Jessica Dubroff, who
crashed while trying to set a
cross-country record for young
pilots, the bill also bars
unlicensed pilots from piloting
competition and feats.

FROM PAGE 1

Mon.-Fri. 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Sale Items Cash
Carry

500 South 4th, Murray

tus that was inadvertently
dropped from law last year.
Hollings said Kennedy was
"subjecting the Senate to a lastminute bum's rush.... You've got
a power play by power labor and
a power senator trying to exact a
fraud on the Senate."
Also on the agenda was a
major federal parks bill affecting
lands in 41 states. The House
passed the bill 404-4 despite
Republican dismay over being
forced by the administration to
remove numerous projects from
the final bill.
But Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee chairman
Frank Murkowski, R-Alaska, has
continued to fight for restoration
of some programs, and has been
negotiating with the White House
over language that would protect
timber interests in an Alaskan
forest.
Senate Majority Leader Don
Nickles, R-Okla., said late Wednesday that the two sides were
"very close. ... in large part we
have pretty well come to an
agreement."

months overdue.
However, Communications
Minister Limor Livnat said the
prime minister stood tough, and
"did not commit to a timetable
for leaving Hebron, but rather a
timetable for talks."
Any pullback would anger
Netanyahu's right-wing supporters. Israeli legislator Hanan Porat, whose National Religious Party is part of the government coalition, said deploying armed
Palestinians in Hebron would
spell disaster.
"Anyone who will give them
weapons cannot come and say
afterward that our hands did not
spill the blood if, God forbid,
these weapons are turned on
Jews," Porat told army radio.
Palestinians were angered by
the outcome of the summit, and
Islamic activists warned that violence might erupt anew. Last
week's clashes left 58 Palestinians, 16 Israelis and three Egyptians dead.
"The situation is very black
and the future is darker," said
Ghazi Hamad of the Muslim militant group Hamas in the Gaza
Strip. "We will not keep silent
and we are ready to use any
means to get our rights."
"We did not reach any acceptable solution. The explosion is
expected at any time," added
Hatem Abdel Kader, a member of
the Palestinian legislative
council.
In the West Bank village of
Saeer, hundreds of Palestinians
marched in protest today, burning
two hand-painted American flags
and a color poster of Netanyahu.
On Wednesday, an 11-year-old
Palestinian boy from the village

was shot dead in stone-throwing
clashes with Israeli troops.
In Hebron, the city at the crux
of the talks in Washington, the
Israeli military lifted the curfew
from 6 a.m. to 9 a.m. today,
allowing its 94,000 Arab residents to leave their homes.
Hebron has been under curfew
for a week, but the 450 Jewish
settlers in town have been allowed to move freely.
In downtown Hebron, Palestinian youths sporadically threw
stones at Israeli soldiers. But the
scattered clashes were less
intense than in past days, and
there were no injuries in the brief
confrontations.
The city's main square was
congested today just ahead of the
curfew deadline, as people got in
last-minute shopping and chatted
with neighbors. Vendors shouted
out the price of vegetables sold
from carts along the crowded
downtown streets.
Nearby, a young boy hawked
newspapers whose headline read,
"Israeli intransigence wrecks the
Washington summit."
Almost without exception,
Hebron residents were discouraged by a summit that failed to
produce tangible results for them.
"It failed 100 percent, not 90
percent, but 100 percent," said
Mazen Bakri, sitting outside an
appliance store. "If it could have
failed more than 100 percent, it
would have."
He predicted more failures during the talks Sunday.
An activist for Yasser Arafat's
Fatah movement in Ramallah said
the streets would stay calm until
then.
"After that, we will decide
what to do," said Mahmoud
Jasir.
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The country music industry gave
its most prestigious awards to old
favorites Brooks & Dunn and
George Strait and made white-hot
sellers LeAnn Rimes and Shania
Twain cool their heels.
After dominating the vocal duo
category for five years, Kix
Brooks and Ronnie Dunn won
that one again and added the
evening's top award, entertainer
of the year.
Strait ended a six-year dry
spell and won the most Country
Music Association Awards of any
artist Wednesday night, getting
nods for best male vocalist,
single and album.
"It's been awhile since I
walked up those stairs," said
Strait, who has been a consistent
hitmaker for 15 years, but was
last recognized by the industry
voters who award CMAs in 1990,
when he was named entertainer
of the year.
Rimes and Twain, perched
one-two on the country album
sales charts, both came up empty.
Twain has sold over 8 million of
her "The Women in Me" CD
over the past 18 months.
Both were recognized with
prominent performance slots during the show broadcast live by
CBS from the Grand Ole Opry
House.
"Man, she's awesome," said
host Vince Gill after the 14-yearold Rimes sang the evening's
first number, her hit "Blue."
Rimes lost out on the Horizon
Award for most promising artist

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
0-0-4

Pick 4
8-4-0-1

Cash 5
2-4-8-21-24
Lotto
2-7-11-13-26-40

Sponsored by:

Shell

to Bryan White, and voters
picked Strait's "Check Yes or
No" instead of her Patsy Clineinfluenced "Blue."
In other major awards, The
Mavericks won best group for the
second straight year, Patty Loveless got best female vocalist, and
song of the year was Gill's "Go
Rest High on That Mountain."
"It's too hard to speak about
it," Gill said of the song he
wrote as a tribute to his late
brother. "Just thank you."
Loveless thanked her brother
Roger Ramey, her former duet
partner and manager.
"I've been making records for
10 years, and I've been waiting
for this moment for a long time,"
she said.
Three greats were inducted
into the Country Music Hall of
Fame: Buck Owens, Ray Price
and the late Patsy Montana.
Owens sang his classic "Act
Naturally," and was inducted by
singer Dwight Yoakam.
"Thanks and remember the
great Don Rich, above all and
everybody," Owens said. Rich,
Owens' guitar player and harmony singer, died in a motorcycle crash in 1974.

•
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Yeltsin
reassures
his country
MOSCOW (AP) — In a radio
address aimed at reassuring Russia he is still in charge, an ailing
Boris Yeltsin insisted today that
the country has a "working
president."
"This country has a president
and he is a working president,"
he said in a six-minute address
apparently taped at the Kremlin
hospital where he is awaiting
heart bypass surgery.
Yeltsin complained about how
his illness has sparked calls for
his resignation and raised doubts
about his fitness to govern.
"Some people," Yeltsin said
without naming names, use his
illness "as a pretext to pursue
their selfish ends and start petty
intrigues."
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Murray artists selected for competition
PADUCAH '96, an annual sixstate competition opens at the
Yeiser Art Center in Paducah, Kentucky on Sunday, Oct. 13.
The event involves 97 artists
from 35 cities in Kentucky, Ohio,
Illinois, Indiana, Tennessee, and
Missouri who entered 190 entries.
Works submitted included painting,
drawing, printmaking, photography, mixed media, and sculpture.
The juror selected 50 pieces by 49
artists for the exhibition. Awards
totaling $1500 will be presented at
the exhibit opening. Jennifer Fair-

banks of Murray, received the $200
Third Prize. The juror also awarded
honorable mention to Robin Taffler
of Murray.
Kentucky artists in the exhibition
are Paula Danby, Jo Tilley Dortch,
Brent McKinney,Sarah Roush, Paducah; Kim Atkins, Jennifer Fairbanks, Jerry Speight, Robin Taffler,
Murray; Barbara Beatrice, Crescent
Springs; Joy Beliles, Owensboro;
Lawrence Hawthorne, Young Kim,
Bob Levy,Lexington; Lori Seward,
John Shanchuk,Louisville; Darleen
Phipps, Mayfield; Carolyn Daniels
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and Alice Jenkins of Benton; Janey
Boyer, Bloomfield; and Mitchell
Bryant and Lisa Houha of Cadiz.
Ralph Arnold, Senior Professor
in the Department of Art, Loyola
University of Chicago and nationally exhibited printmaker, served as
the juror of PADUCAH '96. Arnold
has served as the juror for national
exhibitions and selected the exhibition for PADUCAH '85. Works by
Arnold are in the collection of the
Kranne,rt Art Museum and The
Museum of Contemporary Art in
Chicago, and the Whitney Museum

of American An in New York. He
has work in the collections of the
University of Indiana, Bloomington; Northern Illinois University,
and DeKalb and Fisk University in
Nashville, Tennessee.
Arnold has exhibited in shows
throughout the United States and
South America, including: "American Prints Today," Museum of Art,
Ithica, NY; "The Collection of the
Whitney," the Whitney Museum of
Art; "84th Pan American Print Exhibition," Brazil; and "The Camera
Obscura," School of the An Insti-

Tickets on sale for Playhouse production
Tickets for "The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow" went on sale a week
ago and Michael Robinson, who is
the administrative director of the
Playhouse in the Park, said, "Seating is limited, so make your reservations today!"
Reservations can be made by
calling the theatre box office at
(502) 759-1752. Admission is $6
for adults,$5 for senior citizens,and
$4 for students and children. Groups
of 10 or more will receive $1 off
each ticket, as will children who

come dressed in their Halloween
costumes.
Group and costume discounts
will not be honored unless reservations are made at least one day prior
to each production.
"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow"
will run Oct..4, 5,11,12,18,19 at 8
p.m. and Oct. 20 at 2 p.m.
A Fall Festival is planned for
opening night with food and fun
activities for all. Also, the "Spinners!" will tell spooky ghost stories

at curtain time of each performance.
Louise Weatherly, director of
"Sleepy Hollow" said,"The cast, as
storytellers, create and enact the
play with minimial costumes, props
and set." She said,"The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow" is a familiar tale
that should provide our audience
with a different, but nonetheless,
enjoyable theatre experience."
- "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow"
is the third show of the MurrayCalloway Community Theatre summer/fall season. The production is a

delightful tale staged at Playhouse
in the Park, located in the back of
the Murray-Calloway County park.
The show is sponsored by Peoples
First of Calloway County, Peoples
Bank, and The Murray Tourism
Commission.
programming
is
Playhouse
funded in part by grants from the
Kentucky Arts Council--a state
agency of the Education, Arts and
Humanities Cabinet, with funds
from the National Endowment for
the Arts.

cute, Chicago.
"I have chosen fifty works for this
exhibition, which I hope will reflect
not only the kind of art being done in
the region but also in the nation at
this time. I tried to select pieces that
were well crafted, contemporary in
thought and most of all works Mat
were about something. An is about
ideas, whether in subject matter or
in the chosen medium," said the
juror. "The prize winners are a
reflection of my taste, education and
experience. I felt that the universal
feelings presented in these pieces

CPR
can keep your love alive

on campuses throughout the United
States, including the University of
Maryland,Penn State, Yale University, The Ohio State University,
Denison University and Western
Carolina University. They have
served as guest artists at the American Institute of Musical Studies in
Graz, Austria, and in 1990 the
couple performed at The College
Music Society's meeting in San
Juan, Puerto Rico.
Eleanor Brown earned degrees at

Wilson College and Yale University. She has taught at Alfred University, Otterbein College, Kenyon
College and Louisiana College. She
currently maintains a private studio
in Murray and is the student workshops chairperson for the Kentucky
Music Teachers Association.
Stephen Brown, professor of
music at MSU, has earned degrees
at Tufts University, the Conservatorio di San Pietro a Maiella in
Naples, Italy, Yale University and

Ohio State University. He has
taught at Mansfield State College,
Alfred University, Kenyon College
and Louisiana College. From 1992
to 1994 he served as president of the
Kentucky Music Teachers Association.
Their performance will begin at8
p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 8 in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building on campus. The public is invited to attend
the free concert.

members in splendid costumes performing the folk celebrations of life
and seasonal festivities as preserved
and developed in the southwest
Chonnam Province of Korea.
Instrumental music will be performed on instruments da/ing to 839
A.D. The instruments include
gongs, chimes, bells, drums, lutes,
oboes, harps and stringed instru-

ments.
The exciting program includes a
play with musical instruments,
traditional dances, a short folk opera,a one-act drama as well as other
celebratory pieces involving song,
dance and instrumental music accompaniment.
The Namdo Korean Classical
Music Group is on a tour of the
United States sponsored by the

American Heart
Associationw
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Korean music group coming to MSU
Murray State University's Lovett
Auditorium stage will be filled with
the splendor of the rich tradition of
colorful Korean folk music, dance
and drama on Tuesday evening,
Oct. 15th. To begin at 8 p.m., the
program will be free and open to the
general public.
The performance will be the
Namdo Korean Classical Music
Group. The troupe includes 30

A reception and awards presentation for the artists will be 2:00-3:30
p.m., Sunday, Oct. 13. The public
and all artists participating are invited. The Yeiser Art Center, located at 200 Broadway in the
Market House, is accessible to persons with disabilities. Hours are
10-4:00 Tuesday-Saturday and 14:00 on Sunday. Information call
502-442-2453.
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MSU to host piano duo's recital
Murray State University will host
a recital featuring Dr. Stephen
Brown and Eleanor Brown, husband and wife duo-piano team.
Their program will include works
by Shostalcovich, Ravel and Mrs.
H.H.A. Beach. Also on the program
will be "Prelude, Fugue and Variation," for organ and piano, Op. 18
by Cesar Franck.
The Browns have performed
together as a duo-piano team for
over 25 years. They have appeared

were representative of introspection
and compassion."

BOOK REVIEW
Desperation
by Stephen King
Nevada is mostly a long stretch of desert
you cross on the way to somewhere else. And
with someon else, if you're lucky. because
its a scary place. Headed down Route 50 in the
brutal summer heat are people who are never
going to reach their destinations. Like the
Jacksons,a professor and his wife going home
to New York City; the Carvers, a Wentworth,
Ohio, family bound for a vacation at Lake
Tahoe; and aging literary lion Johnny Marinyille, inventing a gorazo image for himself
astride a 700-pound Harley.
A dead cat nailed to a road sign heralds the
little mining town of Desperation, a town that
seems withered in the shade of a man-made
mountain known as the China Pit. But it's
worse than that, much worse. Regulating the
traffic there is Collie Entragian, an outsize
uniformed madman who considers himself the
only law west of the Pecos. God forbid you
should be missing a license plate or find
yourself with a flat tire.

Chonnam Provincial Government.
The Chonnam Province has been
called the City of Art because it has
handed down and preserved the
various folk cultures. Locally, the
event is sponsored by various departments at Murray State University. The performance promises to
be delightful for all ages and the
general public is cordially invited to
attend.
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Our holiday

boxed cards
have arrived! ;
Serving Breakfast, Daily Lunch Specials & Dinner
Friday & Saturday Night "ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT" Catfish!
Closed Sundays

At Hallmark,
you're sure to
find boxed cards
to express
your thoughts

and reflect
your style.

Come in early
for the best
selection.
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FROM OUR READERS

MES workers appreciated
Dear Editor:
As you know on Tuesday, Sept. 17, 1996 Glen Bebber (Boo Boo) a
lineman for the Murray Electric system died in an accident involving a
power line while working.
The reason that I am writing this letter is, in the past I have heard
people complain about their electric bill being to high and how the
lineman get paid to much. These men put there lives on the line each and
every day so that you and I can flip a switch and a light comes on, and
when we get home our homes are nice and cool.
These guys are not out there getting patted on the back and ata boys
from the public and they are not expecting that, but the next time you feel
the urge to complain about your bill being to high and/or electric
employees pay, remember Sept. 17 when a great man lost his life so that
you(we)could have electric power in our homes. The next time that you
see an Electric System employee please take a moment to tell them
thanks for a job well done.
To the great men of Murray Electric System, my heart goes out to each
one of you for your loss of not only a co-worker but also a friend. I thank
you for what you do for us and may God bless you and yours through this
hard time.
Boo Boo we will all miss you, but we know that you are in a better
place now. Our hearts will always hold a special place for you.
Kenneth Reynolds Sr.
555 Douglas Rd, Murray, KY 42071

Watch out for the coming bomb
President Clinton's little Iraq attack is nothing compared to the
character bomb the Dole campaign
appears ready to drop on its opponent.
The New York Daily News reports that Dole plans to launch a
hard-hitting television barrage
within a few weeks that may include
a "Clinton Hall of Shame," showing
pictures of disgraced Democratic
aides. Will a 30-second commercial
be sufficient to list them all?
Walter Mondale tried the character attack strategy in 1984--the
"sleaze factor" his campaign called
it. It didn't work because, while
some members of Ronald Reagan's
administration might have engaged
in unethical or illegal behavior,
voters considered Reagan's personal character above reproach.
Not so with Bill Clinton, who
should be known by the company he
keeps.
The president knows he is more
vulnerable on the character issue
than any other. That's why he
attempted to reempt it in his acceptance speech in Chicago. He promised he wouldn't talk about other
people's character in this campaign.
That's because Bob Dole has character, and Clinton doesn't.

Dole hinted he might travel the
character road (the press is likely to
call it mud-slinging) in his Sept. 3
speech to the American Legion.
Reporters focused on his remarks
about Iraq, but later in the speech
Dole reminded us that "beliefs," not
economics or feeling good, are the
foundation "on which American
greatness depends."
He said that he and President
Clinton have "a basic conflict of
vision" and contrasted his and Clinton's approach to government as the
solution to our problems. "For Bill
Clinton," said Dole, "the desire to
help us has become an excuse to rple
us....Our government must not lose
its compassion, but it must be forced
to lose its imperial arrogance."
Dole said that so much depends
on getting the basic things right.
That is what he meant in San Diego
when he said he hoped the voters

would allow him to be a bridge to
the past. It isn't about going
backward. Clinton's generation
blew up the bridge. Dole wants to
rebuild it in order to retrieve the
values and principles we left behind
in our race toward materialism and
pleasure. Then, having reclaimed
them, we could move into the future
with our personal and national
priorities straight.
If the Dole campaign decides to
lob the character bomb, it must be
careful that it doesn't present a
"holier-than-thou" attitude. The
commercials should focus less on
Dole and more on the standard so
frequently abandoned by members
of this administration and their
cronies.
The question that will be answered in this strategy is whether
those swing voters apparently moving toward Clinton can be shamed

the way their mothers and grandmothers once admonished them by
appealing not to their inner selves
but to something outside themselves. Or as Maureen Dowd wrote
last Sunday in The New York Times
concerning the departed but soonto-be-rewarded aide Dick Morris:
"By getting extravagantly rewarded
for stripping authenticity from
public life, and proving you can get
further fixing an image than fixing
on a principle, Dick Morris showed
there is no floor to our shamelessness....Doing something heinous
used to get you into trouble. Now it
gets you into a higher tax bracket.
We're playing by Morris rules now.
There is no honor, no reticence, no
loyalty."
Who is Dowd indicting? Is it
Clinton? Is it Morris? No,it is us! If
we buy the image-without-substance campaign the Clinton people
are effectively selling, if we say that
character and honor and integrity
don't count in our leaders, we will be
saying that such things don't count
in us. Is that the message we want to
send over the bridge Clinton says
he'll build to the 21st century? Is
that how we want to be remembered
by future generations?

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 24 — The Financial Times, London, on Boris Yeltsin:
Whatever the precise truth about ... Boris Yeltsin's state of
health, there can be no doubt that the Russian president is a very
sick man. His doctors are worried enough to seek to postpone the
heart bypass operation which he should have undergone before the
end of the month. They obviously have no desire to be accused of
precipitating his untimely demise by an ill-judged operation.
Problems loom on all sides. ... Conflicting pressures demand a
steady and confident hand in the Kremlin. In his present condition,
Yeltsin cannot provide it. ... Yeltsin will do more to preserve the
fragile democracy he has created by allowing the system to work
according to the rules, rather than hanging on to power which he
cannot exercise.
Sept. 24 — The Sydney (Australia) Morning Herald on
Pakistan:
So confused, violent and corrupt is the political situation in
Pakistan that anything seems possible. To hear that Begum Nusrat
Bhutto, mother of Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto; had accused her
daughter of responsibility for the murder of her own brother was
shocking. Begum Bhutto has since denied saying such a thing. But
the grim moment of doubt typifies Pakistan's political condition,
where plots and counterplots abound and rumor has greater currency than fact.
Begum Bhutto now speaks of a "deep-rooted conspiracy against
the Bhutto family.' Though vague, that is more credible, given the
fact that her husband, the former prime minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, was hanged after being deposed by the military and that the
death in France in 1985 of another son, Shahnawaz, has long been
sucpected as a case of murder by poisoning. What might have given
some credibility to her reported accusation against Benazir was the
intense political rivalry between brother and sister and the fact that
Murtaza's fatal encounter with police in Karachi occurred as he
was returning from a political rally held to condemn his sister's
government.
Sept. 24 — The Jordan Times, Amman, Jordan, on Middle
East peace:
The language of exchange between Israel and Syria has turned
more belligerent in recent days with both countries accusing each
other of seeking escalation to the point of mutual military threats.
The saber rattling between the two sides took an ominous direction when,Israeli Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai issued a
warning to Damascus that his country's armed forces are strong.
By highlighting the dangers that loom on the horizon, if peace
efforts arc thwarted, Israel could be persuaded to accept the thesis
that war conditions will prevail. ...
This is a scenario that nobody wants to entertain but one that
should not be dismissed.
Sept. 18 — Arbeiderbladet, Oslo, Norway, on Middle East
peace:
After the handshake between Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu and Palestinian President Yasser Arafat, not much positive has happened. Israel, instead, has increased pressure on the
Palestinians in the vital question of Jerusalem. A couple weeks ago,
the Israelis tore down a Palestinian cultural and social center in the
city.(On Sept. 17), they tore down the second floor of a Palestinian
home, claiming the floor was built illegally. What the Netanyahu
government is actually doing is to — bit by bit — tear down the
structure of peace.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must tic signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent WriICTS.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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Justice triumphs
Editor's Note:(Mike Royko is on
vacation. In his absence, we are
printing some of his favorite columns. This column was originally
published on March 22, 1984.)
Every so often a jury returns a
verdict that is so satisfyingly just, it
makes you want to cheer. Recently,
we've had two of them.
One received national attention:
the case of the tavern gang rape that
ended in a guilty verdict and the
rapists' friends and families rioting
outside the courthouse.
They were indignant because the
jury didn't believe one of the rapists,
who said the victim eagerly agreed
to have sex with him on a pool table
in the tavern.
It's a standard part of most rape
defenses that(a) it was the woman's
idea and(b)the woman has a history
of being wanton.
But this is the first time I ever
heard a rapist say the victim seduced
him on a tavern pool table. Even if
his version were true, he should still
go to jail on the grounds that he is a
slob. In a nation with more than a
million motels, there's no excuse for
such behavior on a pool table.
The other trial, which received
less attention than it deserved,
struck a blow against one of the
greatest menaces to civilized life:
the chronic, gossipy busybody.
They're found in every city
neighborhood, small town, workplace and tavern: people who can't
keep their noses out of the private
lives of others.
In this case, the busybodies were
the elders of the fundamentalist
Church of Christ in a small town in
Oklahoma.
One of the members of their

church. If she was no longer a
member, they wouldn't have to
concern themselves with her sex
life, her soul or who was praying in
her driveway. Nope, they said. She
couldn't quiL They had to kick her

ROYKO SAYS

OUL

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
congregation was an attractive
young nurse, in her early thirties,
divorced with four children.
Some of the elders began to
suspect that the nurse was having an
affair with a man who lived in the
town. The nurse and her male friend
weren't exactly wrestling around on
tavern pool tables. But somebody
spotted his car in her driveway, and
that got tongues wagging.
So the elders finally spoke to the
man, who admitted it, although he
wasn't a member of the church. Just
a spineless sort, I guess.
They confronted the woman and
accused her of "fornication" and of
not going to church often enough.
And they told her that she would
have to stand before the entire
congregation and admit what she
had done, repent her sin of fornication and ask them all to forgive her.
That struck the nurse as being far

too stressful a way to spend a
Sunday morning. So she refused.
But she did promise not to see her
boyfriend anymore.
Later, though, the man gave her
and one of her kids a lift in his car.
And who should be lurking in her
driveway when she and the man got
home? The church elders.
So they preached to her some
more and told her that they were
going to tell the entire congregation
about her sinful conduct.
She begged and pleaded for them
not to. Maybe movie stars don't
mind talking about their sleeping
habits to People magazine, but a
small-town nurse doesn't need that
kind of notoriety.
Nope,the elders said. The rules of
the church required that they blab
about her sex life to everyone.
So she offered what appeared to
be a reasonable solution. She gave
them a letter resigning from the

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed Whitfield

202-223-3115 (Wuhittitton)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D C. 20510

202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S, SEN. MITCH McCONNEU
120 Austell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

So they went ahead and blabbed,
even after she said she was leaving
their church. They stood up in
church and told the whole congregation, which amounted to about 5
percent of the entire population of
the town, what a fornicator she was.
And they ordered that she be
shunned by the congregation, although she wasn't eager for their
companionship anyway.
Then they went home and ate
Sunday dinner and felt righteous.
But the nurse went to see a lawyer
and felt mad as hell.
The result was a lawsuit against
the church and three elders, charging invasion of privacy. The trial
was held recently and the jury got as
mad as the nurse did. It awarded her
$390,000 in damages, and some of
the jurors said they wanted to give
her more but hadn't understood the
judge's instructions.
Now it is possible that the nurse
will wind up owning the church
property. And if that doesn't cover
the $390,000, she can probably go
after some of the elders' property,
such as their homes.
But the church elders are as
unrepentant about their busybody
activities as she was about her
private life. One of them said they
did it only because they loved her
and were worried about her soul.
Well, the next time they worry
about some woman's soul they
would be wise not to do their
worrying in her driveway.
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Christian Women's Club has luncheon
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Fulcher reunion on Oct. 5
A reunion for all, descendants, relatives and friends of the late
Monroe and Maggie Fulcher will be Saturday, Oct. 5, at Weaks
Community Center, South Seventh and Poplar Streets, Murray. A
potluck lunch will be served at noon.

Barnett Cemetery meeting Saturday
Barnett Cemetery, located near Pottertown, will have its annual
meeting on Saturday, Oct. 5, at 10 a.m. A potluck lunch will be
served. Persons unable to attend may send their donations to Hazel
Jean Brandon, 1604 Keenland, Murray, or Dale Campbell, 1906
Melrose, Murray.

Aurora school reunion planned
The annual Aurora School reunion will be Saturday, Oct. 5, from
1 to 5 p.m. at Ponderosa Steakhouse, Draffenville. The meal will be
served at 3:30 p.m. This high school closed about 1940, but
remained a grade school for a time. All persons who ever attended
the school are invited. For information call Elaine Jones, 489-2687.

JO BURKEENitedger & Times photos

Joey Potts, right in top right photo, was the featured speaker at the
"Leafing Summer Behind" September luncheon of Murray Christian
Women's Club. Pictured with her are Juanita Lee, left, and Kathryn
Brookhiser. Dana Hoffman, right in top left photo, presented a special
feature on "Bulbs and Blooms." Pictured with her is Livonia Rowland.
In the bottom photo are Sandra Duncan-Thurman, right, soloist, and her
accompanist, Deana Armstrong, her cousin from Atoka, Tenn. Also participating in the program were Janie Parker, Lois Green, Alene Knight,
and Kimber Hale. The "Celebrate Kentucky" luncheon of the club will
be Friday, Oct. 18, from noon to 2 p.m. at Seven Seas. Reservations
may be made by Wednesday, Oct. 16, by calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999,
or Vida Trenholm, 753-2399. All women of the area are invited.

Big K reunion will be Oct. 12
Buren and Jo Erwin invite all former employees of Murray Big K
to a reunion at their home at 6068 Crossland Rd., Hazel, on Saturday, Oct. 12, at 10 a.m. A potluck lunch will be served. For more
information call 492-8493. Spouses are invited.

Burkeen reunion on Oct. 26
A reunion of all Burkeen relatives and friends will be Saturday,
Oct. 26, at 6 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. For more infomation call Ronnie Burkeen at 753-7060.

Greater Hope receiving donations
Greater Hope Baptist Church is in the process of constructing a
church building at 709 River Rd., off South Fourth Street, Murray.
Any one wishing to make a donation for the church may mail it to
Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church, Building Fund, P.O. Box
1803, Murray, KY 42071.

Benefit breakfast Saturday
Murray Optimist Club will sponsor a homecoming ham breakfast
on Saturday, Oct. 5, from 6 to 9 a.m. at Rudy's Restaurant, west side
of court square in downtown Murray. Tickets will be $6 for adults
and $4 for children. Proceeds will go to support "Eyes in the Dark"
project in the purchase of CairnsIRIS Thermal Imaging Fire Helmets
for Murray City Fire Department and Calloway County Fire-Rescue.
Tickets are available from members of Optimist Club and Murray
Woman's Club, or at the door.

•

HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Oct. 1, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Barber baby boy, parents, Luana
and Edward, Atlanta, Ga.
Dismissals
Rainey Lovins, New Concord; Mrs.
Odie Mae Gallimore and Miss Kimber-

German Shepherd Dog Club of Western Kentucky will meet
tonight (Thursday) at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library.
For information call 436-2858.

ea

Dexter-Hardin plans yard sale
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church will have a yard sale on
Saturday, Oct. 5, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the activities building. The
church is located between Hardin and Dexter. For information call
437-4700.

U.A.W. retirees event Oct. 17
The dinner for the U.A.W. Regional 3 Retirees will be on Thursday, Oct. 17, at noon at the Recreational Center near Kentucky Dam
Village on Highway 641. Retirees are asked to note the change of
date from the letter to the editor from Violet E. Johnson, published
on Sept. 27. All retirees are urged to attend this meeting.

New Providence plans family day
New Providence Baptist Church will have Family Day activities
on Sunday, Oct. 6. The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor, will speak at 11
a.m. service with Sunday School at 10 a.m. Dinner will be served at
noon with the church to furnish the meat, bread and drinks, and
others to bring vegetables, salads and desserts. Persons are asked to
bring pictures to share with the group.

Retired Teachers to meet Monday
Calloway County Retired Teachers will meet Monday, Oct. 7, at
MSU Exposition Center, College Farm Road. Members will gather
for refreshments at 1 p.m. with the program to begin at 1:30 p.m.
CCRTA President Virgil Harris said the guest speakers will be State
Representative Freed Curd and State Senator Jeff Green. They will
be discussing the cost of living increase for retired teachers. All
members and prospective members are urged to attend.

Republicans plan grand opening
Calloway County Republican Party will have a ribbon-cutting
ceremony to announce the grand opening of its campaign headquarters at 414 South Fourth St., on Saturday, Oct. 5, immediately after
the MSU Homecoming Paiade. U.S. Congressman Ed Whitfield is
expected to be present. Refreshments will be served.

Lynnville plans homecoming
i Lynnville Community Church will have its homecoming on Sunday, Oct. 6. Pastor J.H. Lipford of Murray will speak at 11 a.m. with
Sunday School at 10 a.m., potluck meal at noon, and singing featuring local talent at 1:30 p.m.
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Program Info. Call 7513314

First Wives Club
PG 1:30 3:45 7:05 9:30
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Extreme Measures
R 1:30 3:55 7.10 9:35

Enjoy all the homecoming festivities and
stop by and see us at Santa's Attic.
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Welcome Racer Fans!
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Last Man Standing
R 1:30 3:50 7:15 9:25

We will be open:
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Bulletproof

SATURDAY, OCT. 5 from 9-5

R 1:30 3'35 7:20 9:20

NEW HOURS: Monday-Saturday 10-5
Shop early for the best Christmas selections.

First Kid
PG 1:30 3:30 7:00 9:18

Since 1983, the world's total output of primary energy—petroleum,
natural gas, coal, hydroelectricity
and nuclear electricity—has
increased steadily at an average
annual rate of 2.3 percent.
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Murray Country Club will have a homecoming dinner and dance
on Saturday, Oct. 5. Dinner will be served from 7 to 8:30 p.m. and
the dance will start at 9 p.m. The cost will be $25 a couple for the
dance and $45 a couple for the dinner and dance. Members may
bring guests. Reservations are requested at 753-6113.
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Cal and baby girl, Billy P. Morgan,
Kenneth C. Carstens,
Miss Lisa Ann Holt, Donald Eugene
Robinson, and Mrs. Mollie Moore, all
of Murray.

b

Special program Saturday

Country Club plans events
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:
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Dog Club will meet tonight

Church of Living God at 502 North L.P. Miller, Murray, will have
a special revival service on Saturday, Oct. 5, at 7 p.m. Members
from Tupelo, Miss., with a musical band will perform. The public is
invited.

ly 0.'Hancock, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Pawnee Bedwell, Benton; Ms.
Samantha Bishop and baby boy, Mayfield, Miss Angela M. Halkias, Hermitage, Tenn.;
John Joseph Johnson, Miss Oin Oin
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Matinees Only On
Saturday & Sunday!
•
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• Rent lour Moles At The Motets!
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Your Estee Lauder gift...
the very latest for lips and nails.
Created for Fashion, Fall '96.
Worth 50.00 Free with any
Estee Lauder purchase of 17.50 or more:
• Full-size All-Day Lipstick
• Full-size Double Color Everlasting Lipstick
• More Than Mascara Moisture-Binding Formula
• Perfect Finish Nail Lacquer
• Tuscany Per Donna Eau de parfum Vial
• Sleek Cotton Swab Caddy

And there's' more...you'll also receive
the "Best of Fall '96" trend report
filled with the season's key fashion
news and makeup tips from Vogue,
Glamour, Mademoiselle, Self and
Allure magazines.

Offer good October 7-19 whde supplies
last. One to a customer, please.
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Murray Lodge No. 105 plans coming events
By JOHN A. SALTER
Lodge Writer
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will meet
Monday, Oct. 7, at 6 p.m. at the

temple, Robertson Road North
and Highway 121 North. Lodge
members are asked to bring a
dish to pass for the meal.
At 7 p.m., a third degree ceremony for three Fellowcraft candi-

Celebration Sunday
Mrs. Fannie Outland will celebrate her 10 1st birthday with a gathering of mends and family members on Sunday, Oct. 6, from 2 to 4:30
p.m. at Brandon Spnng Camp in Land Between the Lakes.
The family requests that gifts be omitted.
Mrs. Outland was born Oct. 7, 1895, in Stewart County, where she
has lived all her life. She has many relatives in Calloway County.
Her two daughters are Mrs. Emogene Allen of Paris, Tenn., and
Mrs. Moela Robinson of Dover, Tenn., and her two sons are David
Outland and Namon Outland of Dover. She has eight sets of five generations in her family.

Clark College - Horwood, College Head-762-6876.
-Soccer every Sunday 4-6, come play and cheer.
•Support our Clark College at Tent City with the unveiling of the crest at 11:30.
*Travel Club for next meeting call Steve at 6876.
Elizabeth College - Schempp, College Head - 762-5487.
*College meeting at 10 p.m. Wednesday in Elizabeth lobby.
•Sunday. Oct. 6 "Presidential debates and pizza" at 8 p.m.
Hart College - Broughton, College Head - 762-2134
'Caving trip meeting on the 9th in the coffee house.
•Ski Diving meeting on the 15th in the coffee house.
'Come to the parade, unveiling of the college crests and Tent City 11:00 a.m.
Saturday.
Hester College - Cella, College Head - 762-5486.
•"Hester Highlights.' newsletter available at Hall.
•Attend the Homecoming parade and Tent City activities.
Regents College - Brown. College Head - 762-2105.
*Commuter reps are needed for the college council, if interested,call Heather at
4658 or Ted at 4543 or 2105.
*Caving trip Oct. 26th. Call Mike Kemp at 3657 for info.
'Come to Tent City at 11 a.m. on Oct. 5 wearing purple.
Richmond College - France, College Head - 762-6522
•We need wood for bonfire on Thursday night.
*Tent City on Saturday at 11:00 a.m.
*Commuter students meet us at Tent City.
Springer/Pranklia College - Hall. College Head - 762-6562
-Men St Women softball Tues. & Thurs. 6-8.
•Men & Women soccer Sun. 6, 4-6.
•RCC meet on Wednesday at 9
White College - White, College Head - 762-4487.
•Sign up for flag football at front desk.
*Tuesday is movie night.

dates will be conducted.
Kenny Chadwick, Rodney
Chatman and Roger Dale Fox
will be the recipients of the Master Mason Degree as conferred
upon them by the Lakeland
Degree Team.
The team is composed of members of Western Kentucky lodges
and headed by Mark Shumaker,
past master of Calvert City Lodge
No. 543 and also a past district
deputy grand master of District 4.
The Murray lodge observed
Monday, Sept. 16, with a superiority in degree work on Candidate Jason Farley. At the lodge's
second meeting of the month of
September, Past Master Barton
Jones conferred the Entered
Apprentice Degree on Farley.
Lodge officers and members
are encouraed to attend the Oct.
7th meeting when committees
will be appointed and plans finalized in preparation for the ham
breakfast on Saturday, Oct. 12.
On Thursday, Oct. 10, at 5:30
p.m. prior to the Chapter meeting
at 7:30 p.m., a cleanup committee
will prepare the lodge dining hall
for the Saturday breakfast.
The roof renovation is about
complete and should be damage
fret from rain for several years to
come. The forthcoming ham
breakfast on Saturday, Oct. 12,
hopefully will provide funds to
assist the lodge in paying off the
indebtedness incurred by these
repairs. All ihat is requested is a
We can provide information and coverage for your

CAR
INSURANCE

Ask about Shelters
HOME, LIFE, FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too

•iarold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 120 Si. • Murray

"Academic Tournament"
October 26
Can Your Head or Dr. red Brown at 762.2105.
See you at all the Homecoming activities — "Co Racers."

_
Well always be there for

$4 donation per person.
Master John A. Salter again
thanks all of the Western Kentucky lodges, lodge members,
citizens of Murray, Calloway
County, and all friends of Murray
Lodge 105 for their kind, loyal
and generous support.

Volunteers
needed now
The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of
American Humanics at Murray
State University, is searching for
volunteers among MSU students,
faculty and staff.
The Calloway County 4-H
Council needs volunteers to be
club leaders to assist members
with projects. The 4-H Council
needs volunteers to help with a
public speaking class on Oct. 3,
10 and 17.
Murray Independent Schools
need volunteers during and after
school hours at the elementary,
middle and high schools.
Southwest Calloway Elementary School ,needs volunteers to
help with the children during
school houis.
If yeti are interestwed in these
or any volunteer opportunities,
call Shannon Hall at 762-6117 or
762-3808.

Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Cohen

Mott-Cohen wedding
vows are solemnized

1

Stephanie Joye Mott and Matthew Cohen were married Saturday,
June 15, 1996, at 4 p.m. at the home of Karen and Richard Strode of
Stanley, aunt and uncle of the bride. .
The bride is the daughter of Vanessa Mott of 1603 Parklane, Murray, and Kenneth Mott of 1625 Sunset Dr., Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Cohen of 54
Lakehurst Lane, Murray.
The Rev. Jerry Carter officiated at the ceremony.
For her wedding the bride wore a white wedding gown made by her
grandmother, Peggy Hendon. Her veil was made by her aunt, Mrs.
Strode.
Misty Clark of Murray was maid of honor. Haley Strode of Stanley,
cousin of the bride, was bridesmaid. Bailey Boyd, another cousin of
the bride, was flower girl.
Daniel Cohen, brother of the groom, was best man. Eric Niffenegger was groomsman. Ushers were David Mott, Adam Mott and Matthew Stode.
A reception followed at the Strode home.
The bride, a 1994 graduate of Murray High School, attends the College of William and Mary. The groom, a 1988 graduate of Murray
High School, is a 1992 graduate of Oberlin College. He is now a doctoral student at the College of William and Mary.
Mr. and Mrs. Cohen are now residing at Williamsburg, Va.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner at the Ramada Resort
and Convention Center, Owensboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert K. Sherwood of Fairfax, Va., great-uncle and
aunt of the groom, hosted a groom's luncheon.
Kay Bates and Anita Lawson hosted a bridal shower at the home of
Mrs. Bates.

Singing practices
on second Monday
Southern Harmony Singing
Practices have been scheduled fro
the months prior to the Big Singing in Benton.
The practices will be held on
the second Monday of each
month from 7 to 8 p.m. at Benton
Church of Christ. This location
may vary in future months.
Each practice will focus on 30
minuts of instruction on the basics of Southern Harmony singing
and 30 minutes of singing the
music.
"We hope that through this
effort,more people will develop
an appreciation for this music,"
said Gene Gilliland.
Interested persons may become
members of the Society for the
Preservation of Southern Harmony Singing by attending one
of the practice sessions.
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McCuiston and Shupe win honors
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Michelson !Jeweler.,
is Cerebrating 91 years ofTru.st,
Quality,'Value, and Service
with special-savings tip to
Brilliant Round s:,Irtarrt

$191
Lowest Price of
the Season!
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Karen McCuiston, librarian at
Heath Elementary School, has
been named as Outstanding
School Media Librarian by the
Kentucky School Media Association at its recent meeting at
Bowling Green.
She is the daughter of Lou
McGary of Murray.
Mrs. McCuiston was nomirated for the award by Lisa
Hughes, librarian at Ballard
County Elementary School who
did her student teaching for

Pre-Hazel
Days
Party

Off
refi'rence price
0
. ,
7

Register to Win a
$1,000 Shopping Spree!!

McCuiston in 1993.
Scott Shupe, director of the
Woods and Wetlands Wildlife
Center at Cadiz, received the
Jesse Stuart Media award given
by the association.
He won the award for a series
of 10 half-hour life science
nature videos based on the major
habitat regions in North America.
He was nominated by Connie
McElwain, librarian at Marshall
County High School.
Shupe was also named Natural-

"7"

ist of the Year in 1991 by the
Kentucky Society of Naturalists.
Winners are selected by an
eight-member committee from
candidates nominated and from
letters of recommendation. Each
candidate must submit at least 10
letters.
Jean Ross, former librarian at
Marshall County High School,
was recognized with a resolution
honoring her 26 years in
education.
Ross, now a development specialist with the State Cabinet for
Economic Ddevelopment, was
commended for the educational
leadership she showed during her
career.

BLUEGRASS

BAND )

Friday, Oct. 4 • 6 p.m. tie

'ILOOTER'S
Karen

$91

TERMS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

MINIMUM

500

500

500

500

FREE!
Matching
7" 14K bracelet
with pun ha tie

I veryday Lou, Price!

6 Months

No Payments
No Interest
I% 'oh ,orrrfiked i redit
Ind •••1-,11 \ iii.vim

JEWELERS
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Investment Rates

"Lvery Woman's
Dream Ring"
One Carat
Solitaire

Layaway for
Christmas
NOW!

_.

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

4.95% 5.65% 5.70% 5.75%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

5.01% 5.73% 5.78% 5.83%
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Serving Grilled Pork Chops with Fixin's
Friday Evening and All Day Saturday!

18 inch 14K
Herringbone
Chain

•

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender
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Denise A. King
and Johney C. Barnhill
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King-Barnhill vows
will be said Oct. 19
Denise A. King of Murray and Johney C. Barnhill of Paris, Tenn.,
announce their approaching marriage.
The vows will be said in a private ceremony on Saturday, Oct. 19,
1996.
Miss King is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter M. King of Murray and the late Beverly A. King.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Eva Lamb and the late Dee Lamb
of Murray, and the late Lee King and Nina Ceglarski.
Mr. Barnhill is the son of Mrs. Bettie M. Barnhill and the late J.C.
Barnhill of Paris, Tenn.
He is the grandson of the late Travis and Dovie Barnhill of Paris,
and the late Otto and Lonie Phifer of Big Sandy, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Murray High School and is attending Murray State University.
The groom-elect, a graduate of Henry County High School and Tennessee Technical Center, is a master truck tech at Paschall Truck
Lines and is a sergeant in the Tennessee Army National Guard.
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CREATIVE ARTS photo

A workshop for the "A Crafty Christmas Bazaar" for the Creative Arts
Department of Murray Woman's Club will be Monday, Oct. 7, starting at
10 a.m. at the club house. All members are requested to bring a sack
lunch and their items for the bazaar to be Saturday, Oct. 26, from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at Calloway Public Library. Pictured are Nancy Wright and
Anna Mary Adams working on santa ornaments at a recent meeting.
Items for the bazaar are on display at the Public Library this month
prior to the bazaar on Oct. 26.

Mrs. Ruth Nanney of Murray, seated center, holds her great-greatgrandson, Matthew Burton. Pictured at right is Perry Cavitt of Murray,
son of Mrs. Nanney and great-grandfather of Matthew. Pictured front
left is Vicki Moffitt of Springfield, Tenn., granddaughter of Mrs. Nanney,
grandmother of Matthew, and daughter of Mr. Cavtt. Pictured back left
is Doug Burton of Clarksville, Tenn., great-grandson of Mrs. Nanney,
father of Matthew, grandson of Mr. Cavitt, and son of Mrs. Moffitt.
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Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.
Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60% 75% and 90%

* $1000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)

$500 Jackpot Every Week

it, Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine CLub

1•1••••
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Friday, Oct. 4
Win Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St /open 6-11 p m Info/
753-TEEN
Calloway County High School Laker
football game at Trigg Couniy,'7 30
pm
Murray High School Tigers host West
Caroll homecoming football game/7:30
p m Band reception open to public/
6-6 45 a m /Murray Middle School
cafeteria
MSU
Homecoming
Golf
Tournament/8 a m /Francis E Miller
Golf Course
MSU Homecoming Tennis
Tournament/9 a m./Purcell Tennis
Courts

Friday, Oct. 4
MSU Track Drodication,1 p m for
Gage Track at Stewart Stadium
MSU Dedication and ground breaking
of Pullen Farm/3 p m at faun
MSU Run tor the Racers/5 p m /Carr
Health Building
MSU Agriculture Alumni banquet/6'30
p m./Curris Center small ballroom.
MSU Business and Professional
Affairs banquet/6 45 p m/Curns Center ballroom
MSU Nursing Alumni banquet/7
p m ,Curris Center Mississippi room.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
MSU/open 830 a m.-4 15 p.m.
Curris Canter Gallery, MSU/open 11
a m -10 pm

Emilia Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Con
ter. MSU/open 8 a m -6 p m
National Scouting Museum'open 9
a.m.-4.30 p.m

A group of turtles is called
"bale.
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24 Month Certificate
Minimum $1,000 Deposit
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Score Big with The
Grand Slam Homerun CD
from United Commonwealth
Bank!
You'll hit a homerun when you open a certificate of deposit at
United Commonwealth Bank with an investment of $1,000 or
more. And, although the homerun rate is great -- you'll knock it
out of the park when you go for the Grand Slam. Just open a new
checking or savings account* with $500 or more with your new
CD and you'll receive the 6.30% Grand Slam annual percentage
yield.

Offer good October 2 - 5,1996

Dctoberfest'
at Clarksville
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Thursday, Oct. 3
Murray-Calloway Transit Authority
Board/7 p.m /Transit Office at Weeks
Center.
Speech Training for youth interested
in competing in Calloway 4-H Talk
Me•t/3 30 p m /Calloway Public
Library
Calloway County
Leaders'
Council/2 p.m./Weaks Center United
Way Board Room
Calloway County Extension District
Board/7 . 30 p m /Weaks Center
auditorium
East Elementary School PTO/6.30
p.m
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club rehearsal/7
p.m
German Shriphord Dog Club of Western Kentucky/730 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library. Info/436-2858
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Murray American Legion Post 73 at 7
p.m /American Legion Hall
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living,
Dixieland Shopping Center
Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers
Association/7 p.m./PADD, Mayfield
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting/7 p.m./board room, Murray Calloway County Hospital
Info/753-3862,
Murray TOPS 4469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library
Kiwanis
Club/6
Murray
p.m./Shoney's
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m at Main Street Youth
Center.
Knights of Columbus/7 p.m./K-C
Hall
Hall of Fame banquet/6:30 p.m./Curris
Center, MSU.
Homecoming Bonfire, MSU/8 30
p.m./Cutchin Field
Wrathor West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-730 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 4
Bluegrass music concert/8
p.m./Weaks Community Center. Info/
Jack Kerr, 753-2698.
Deadline today for 'Attitude Is Everything" seminar by Professional Secretaries on Oct. 10. Info/753-4926.
Singles (SOS) chili supper/6:30
p.m./Weaks Community Center Info,
Marlene, 75302350.
Weeks Center open/8 a m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizen activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p m for
senior citizens activities_
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds.
AA
optinto
newcomers/8
p.m./American Legion Building
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora.

"Octoberfest" 1996 will be
today through Saturday at the
fairgrounds at Clarksville, Tenn.
Events will be held from 4
p.m. to midnight today and Friday and from 2 p.m. to midnight
on Saturday.
Featured will be Al Nowak and
His Edelweiss Orchestra, Hank
Haller Band, Holzhacker Buarn
International Dance Group, and
special activities for all ages.

UNITED

COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Federal Savings Bank
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AM'is accurate as of 9/30/9fi. Rates are subject to change.
Penalty may be imposed for early withdrawal.
• Deposit accounts opened to get Grand Slam rate
must remain open for the duration of the CD.

All Denim
Sportswear
•Lizwear
•Bum Equipment
*Peter Popovitch

Entire Stock

1/4•1130„
Ladies Early
Fall Shoes

4111

Mission celebration held at church

BEULAH FIELDER, left, who recently celebrated her 100th birthday,
played her harmonica with Helen Boughton, violinist, playing In name
of Epsilon Sigma Alpha sorority, at the monthly birthday party at West
View Nursing Home on Sept. 15. Also playing or singing were Aiene
Knight, pianist, Dr Charles Smith, retired professor at Murray State
University, on harmonica, Warren Boughton, Lorraine Adams, Mabel
Rogers, Jeanette Weaver and Doris Rose.

JO BURKEEN Leagef & 7 ':es protos

"Women on Mission Celebration" was held Sept. 15, by Women on Mission of First Baptist Church. Nancy Jones opened the meeting. Gale
Vinson introduced the program theme, "Hand In Hand," which featured
representatives from several local helping agencies of the city and
county. They were Bill Wells of Murray Resource Center; Jeanne Gallimore of Center for Accessible Living; Karen Greer of Main Street Youth
Center; Mary Pitts of Parents Anonymous and CHAMP; Donna Herndon
of Calloway Elementary Family Resource Center; Angie Wyatt of LifeHouse; Vatorte Hunt of Need Line; and Marvin Harris for W.A.T.C.H. Pictured in top right photo are Jeanne Gallimore with her son, Brad Gaul.
more, Reita Moody and Laurine Andrus; in top left photo are Marvin
Harris with Linda Cooper, Norma Treon and Maude Jones; in bottom
photo are Aiene Knight and Angie Wyatt.

Honors English Classes
writing its 10th volume

ALPHA MU Chapter 4760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha sorority, had Its September meeting at the home of Kathie Fleming. Pictured, from left, are,
back row, Mrs. Fleming, Susan White of United Way, Kathie Gentry,
educational director and vice president, Helen Campbell, president,
Paula Green, new member, Helen Boughton, first row, Hazel Matthal,
treasurer, Myrung Hee Lee, new member and her baby, Catherine Dawn
Lee, and Margaret Terhune.

MURRAY OFFICE 759-5800

Destinations
UNLIMITED

OUR
SERVICE
IS
FREE
CADETTE GIRL SCOUTS In Troop 820 took a trip this summer to Paducah and Eddyville. The girls and leaders were able to tour Whitehaven,
shop at Kentucky Oaks Mall, and play at Venture River Water Park during this overnight trip. Pictured, from left, are Jennifer Todd, Megan
Raspberry, Rita Todd, Conny Ottway, April Thomason, Sara Duncan,
Linda Morris, Desiree Perkins and Jessica Othvay.

"YOUR COMPLETE TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS"
125 Katterjohn Bldg.
Off The Court Square
443-6906
527-2778
1501 Broadway, Paducah
105 West 11th St.
TOLL FREE 1-800-231-6482

FARM BUREAU FLORIDA
FRUIT PROGRAM
Thefollowing is a list of Florida fruits and nuts available through Farm Bureau.
Deadline order date is Nov. 4. Delivery date is the week ofDec.9 to be picked up at
the Farm Bureau office. Call the county office, 753-4703, or send thisform to P.O.
Box 469, Murray, Ky. 42071 no later than Nov. 4.
Telephone No. (502)

From

Street Address
QUANTITY

City

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

'

95324

Box Navel Oranges, 4/5 Bushel

11.50

95930

Box Juice Oranges, 4/5 Bushel

10.50.

95346

Box Red Grapefruit, 4/5 Bushel

10.50

95352

Box Tangeloes ,.4/5 Bushel

11.50

95358

Box "Sunburst" Tangennes, 24 Bushel

10.75

95368

Case IliDensity Orange Juice Concentrate,

95370

Case -111Dernity Grapefruit Juice Concentrate, 12/12 Or. Cans

18.20

95374

Case Lemonade Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans

14.90

95376

Case Bluebird Grapefruit Juice, Ready to Drink, 48/6 Oz Cans

14.15

95330

Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12/20 Oz. Cans (2.75 per can)

31.15

95396

Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 6/4 Lb. Cans (7.00 per can)

40.30

95409

Case Honey Krunch Peanuts, 12/11 Oz. Cans (2.15 per can)

24.35

95421

CLIC Redskin Southern Fried Peanuts, 12/20 Or. Cans (2.65 pet can)

29.85

TOTAL
PRICE

William Young from the
Watchtower Educational Center,
Patterson, N.Y., will be the featured speaker at a special assembly day for Jehovah's Witnesses
on Sunday, Oct. 13, at J.R.'s
Executive Inn, Paducah.
Twenty-two congregations
from western Kentucky and
southern Indiana have been

Come See Us For Homecoming
Saturday 8-12 • Sunday 1-5

4**A1110
Hoffman's

31.15

95443

Cue No-Salt Dry Roast Peanuts, 12/16 Or. Jars (2.20 per can).................

24.06

95465

Case Select Shelled Pecan Halves, 12/1 Lb. Pep. (420 per can)

48.15

95487

Cue Roasted Pecans, 12/9 Oz. Cans (2.85 per can)

32.15

95489

Cue Pure Peanut Cooking Oil, 8/64 Oz. Jugs

37 15

95506

Case Krunchy Peanut gutter, 6/2.5 Lb. Jars

23.65

95528

Case Smooth Peanut Butter, 6/2.5 Lb. Jan

23.65

95530

Came "Mug-O-Buuer" Smooth Peanut Butter, 12/12 Oz. Glass Mugs

21.15

95534

Cue Din Squad Citnis Hand Cleaner, 12/16 Oz Can

20.15

759-4512
Hwy. 94 E
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Callie Faith
Garrison born
Mike and Tamra Garrison are
the parents of a daughter, Callie
Faith Garrison, born on Monday,
Sept. 23, 1996.
The baby weighed nine pounds
10 ounces and measured 21%
inches. A sister is Tiffany, 12,
and a brother is Hunter, 3.
Grandparents are Wayne and
Fran Garrison and Bobby and
Wanda Osbron. Greatgrandparents are Clifford and
Eunice Garrison, Frank Wells,
Rupert Nix, and Beauton Osbron.

Show Your
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"Where your ideas turn to gold."
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invited to attend.
"The theme, 'Be Persons
taught by Jehovah', will emphasize that deivine teaching truly
helps us live satisfying lives."
said Mike Joria, circuit supervisor for the group.
There will also be a baptism
for new Witnesses.
The main discourse, "Taught
by Jehovah to Do His Will," will
be given by Young at 2:55 p.m.
on Sunday. The morning program
will begin at 9:50 a.m.
All interested persons are welcome to attend the free sessions.

TEAM
SPIRIT

TOTAL

Please return this form by Nov. 4 to:
Calloway Co. Farm Bureau,- P.O. Box 469,
Murray, Ky. 42071 or call 753-4703.

Murray Police Department, Douglass High School, West Kentucky Ballet Company, Kroger,
Paschall truck Lines, Triangle/
Log Cabin Restaurant, Hamlin
property, the Court Square, the
Red Barn, and Ezell Beauty
School.
Anyone having information,
pictures, ideas, etc., concerning
any of the topics should contact
Mrs:Coleman at the high school,
753-5479, extension 189) or write
Calloway County High School,
2108 College Farm Rd., Murray,
KY 42071. Your input will be
greatly appreciated by the
students.
The books will be available for
sale in mid-December.

Jehovah's Witnesses to
hold special assembly

Plant your tulip bulbs,pansies, mums,
flowering cabbage and kale now to
enjoy all season.

PRICE

Cans

The average one-year-old
needs about 16 hours of sleep in
every 24. Two to three hours of
this sleep will be during the day.

The Advanced Placement and
Honors English IV Classes at
Calloway County High School,
taught by Lynda Coleman, are
now in the process of writing the
10th volume of Recollections.
The hardbound book is published each year to incorporate
basic research and writing skills
with a focus on local history.
The students are researching
the following topics:
People - Dr. C.H. Jones,
Doran family, first authors of
Recollections (1986-87), Dr.
Clegg Austin, Dr. Hal Houston
Sr., first graduating class of Calloway County High School, Effie
Kemp, and Andy Gurley.
Places - Elm Grove Church,
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9 DRIVE!"

West Carroll, Tenn.(2-3)
CITGO

Oct. 4, 1996 — 7:30 p.m.
Ty Holland Stadium

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
After last week's disheartening loss to Trigg County, Murray coach Rick Fisher said he has tried to make
some adjustments in the Tigers' offensive gameplan.
But no matter what changes he may make, Fisher
says his team must have better execution when it has
the ball in order to win.
"Until the coaches can play on Friday night, it's
still the kids' game," he said. "Our players aren't
doing what they've been coached to do. Defensively,
we're still where we need to be. We're losing games
because of our offense.
"Last week we didn't put any points on the board,
we weren't getting first downs and we had five tries
inside their 30 and didn't score," Fisher added. "And
you can't blame it on the rain because Trigg had to
play in it too. I was proud of our effort, but we've got
to come forward with our offense."
Murray (2-3) hosts West Carroll, Tenn., (2-3) this
Friday for homecoming. Last season, the Tigers
spoiled West Carroll's homecoming with a 42-7
victory.
"I'm sure diey'll try to return the favor this year,"
Fisher said. "Basically they're the same type of team,
running a lot of power-I, but they have had a coaching
change.
"For homecoming, we try to tell the kids that without the game, there's no homecoming," he added.
"The game is the most important part of it all, so they
just need to go out and play and keep their focus, and
then they can think about other things after the game."
Fisher said he hopes the few changes he has made
offensively will give his squad a much-needed spark.
After West Carroll, the Tigers play three straight district games.
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Tigers seek offensive execution
for homecoming against Eagles
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Murray High and Trigg County players scramble to recover one of 23 fumbles in last week's game at Ty Holland
Stadium. The Tigers host West Carroll, Tenn., this week for homecoming.
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"We're going to look at some different combinations and formations in the backfield," he said. "After
last week's game I stewed all weekend trying to come
up with something. I think I have, but it's still up to
the kids. It comes down to execution.
"Our offense is nothing new or different to our
players, we just need to execute it better than we have
been," Fisher said. "This team is still trying to find its
identity, and some find it easier than others. Every
year it takes a couple of games to find who wants to
play."
A win would certainly help the Tigers' confidence
heading into the bulk of the district schedule, but
Fisher said they need a better victory than their 21-14
triumph over Reidland two weeks ago.
"We need a win where we play well, and it's got to
come from the offensive side," he said. "Defensively,
we're about where we need to be, but we've got to
step it up offensively."
Regardless of Friday's outcome, however, Fisher
said panic time hasn't arrived just yet in the Tigers'
camp.
"No one has given up on these kids, and I don't
think they've given up on themselves," he said. "This
is the same group that early on everybody thought
would do well.
"You win games Monday through Thursday, and
you've got to pay the price at practice before Friday
and earn it," Fisher said. "I think we will respond.
We're not playing anybody easy and everybody is
playing well against us because they're thinking that if
they beat Murray High, it will be a feather in their
cap."
The crowning of the homecoming queen will take
place prior to Friday's game, which starts at 7:30 at
Ty Holland Stadium.
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No surprise:
1996 season
follows form
If it seems as if the 1996 football season is flying by, you're
not alone. Although it feels like
the season just kicked off last
week, both high school teams
have reached the midway point
and the Racers are four games
into their 11-game schedule.
Except for a few surprises,
the season has run pretty true to
form. Here is an arm-chair quarterback's mid-season review.
Murray State
Nobody said it was going to
be easy, and the first three
games proved it.
Murray State's (3-1) win over
Middle Tennessee last Saturday
was crucial, building confidence
amongst the team and setting
Racer fans a little more at ease
heading into the key games later
on in the season — at Eastern
Illinois and Eastern Kentucky.
Early in the Middle Tennessee game, Racer fans were shifting in their seats as the jacked
up Blue Raiders bolted out to a
7-0 lead. Get used to it.
"After the first drive I was a
little bit nervous about how our
kids were going to repond to
being down 7-0," Nutt said at
Monday's press luncheon. "But
we came back and answered that
and tied it. I felt real good as
soon as we tied the ballgame up,
it was a different game from
that point on.
"And in the third quarter, as
soon as Ronnie Merritt got that
interception, I felt we nailed it
shut right there."
As 1996 rolls along, be prepared to see the Racers fall
behind first, but don't panic.
Teams will come out sky-high
to play the Racers and that early
emotion will carry them through
a quarter, if not the entire first
half.
But, unless the Racers have
some giganitc breakdowns, their
talent and depth will take over
eventually.
Remember the first two seasons of the Houston Nutt era?
The Racer coach was a master at
devising an offensive game plan
which could fool the opponents
early in the game and give his
outmanned team a chance. But,
sooner or later depth and talent
would shift the tide to the
opposition.
A great example of this was
in 1994 when the Racers went to
Richmond and battled the Colonels toe-to-toe in the first half
and trailed just 14-13.
There were no signs of panic
in the stadium that day, as the
Colonels took advantage of a
Racer interception and rolled to
a 49-13 win.
"We ain't ready for Eastern
just yet," said Nutt, noting the
talent gap after that loss in
1994.
Nutt admitted at Monday's
press conference that his team
would have to weather some
early storms in the remaining
games, and "let that emotion
play itself out."
Calloway County
Billy Mitchell's Lakers have
played the most consistent football of anyone.
Calloway (4-1) survived the
loss of Alberto Villanucava with
a 3-1 record and had chances at
Hopkinsville. Mitchell has built
up the Lakers' program so that
the 4-1 start is no surprise, but
the manner in which Calloway
is beating people has changed
drastically.
Now, instead of talking about
stopping the Lakers' wide-open
passing game, opposing coaches
point to solving Calloway's
See

Page 11

Tennessee
looking to
salvage'96
vs. Rebels

Padres' Game 2
starter is happy
to pitch, period
Cardinals' Benes
pitching Game 2
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Forget
about getting a chance to help the
San Diego Padres even their
playoff series with the St. Louis
Cardinals. Scott Sanders is just
happy to be pitching — period —
this season.
Flash back to last November.
Sanders, after missing most of
the second half of the 1995 season, was still experiencing problems and considering elbow ligament transfer surgery.
"At the time, 1 was throwing
81 mph as hard as I could
throw,— Sanders said. "I pretty
much thought this season would
be basically washed away.
"I was actually about five
minutes from making up my
mind on Tommy John surgery
and the team doctor talked me
out of it," he said.
Instead of surgery, rest and
rehabilitation were prescribed.
Sanders (9-5), who takes on
Andy Benes (18-10) in Game 2
today with St. Louis leading the
series 1-0, knows that just as eas-

ily he could be recuperating for
surgery and getting ready to go to
winter ball.
"It's incredible, the turn of
events," said Sanders, who is
throwing 91-93 mph again. "I
say my prayers every day that
things turned around. I'm probably feeling as good now as I ever
have in my career."
Benes says the same thing,
only about his change of scenery.
He signed a free-agent deal with
the Cardinals in the offseason and
set a career high for victories,
finishing second behind Atlanta
24-game winner John Smoltz.
The numbers are particularly
impressive considering he began
the year 1-7.
Like Sanders, though, he's an
unproven quantity in the postseason. Last season was his first in
the playoffs and he was a bust
with Seattle, allowing 13 earned
runs in 14 innings.
In Game 2, he'll be facing the
team he played for in his first
seven seasons before being traded
to the Mariners in July 1995.
Benes, who was 1-1 with a 4.60
ERA against San Diego in the
regular season, wasn't happy with
the Padres because they never
were a contender during his stay.

U See Page 11

By STEPHEN HAWKINS
AP Sports Writer

File Photo

St. Louis shortstop Ozzie Smith will likely start Game 2 of the Cardinals' series against San Diego today at Busch Stadium.

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Ninth-ranked Tennessee has to
rebound to salvage the expected
10-victory season. Mississippi
can take a different approach.
"It's not going to break or
make our season," Ole Miss
coach Tommy Tuberville said.
"We're underdogs and should be.
This is one of the games we're
not supposed to win."
Ole Miss (3-1, 1-1 SEC) carried a nothing-to-lose attitude
into tonight's game against Tennessee (2-1, 0-1), which had its
focus on repeating the same scenario from a year ago.
Last year, the Volunteers won
nine straight games — including
the Citrus Bowl — after losing to
Florida. Ole Miss is Tennessee's
first opponent since a 35-29 loss
to Florida on Sept. 21.
"The Florida game is over
with, but our season is not,"
Tennessee defensive back Ray
Austin said. "We went 11-1 last
year and finished in the top five.
The same thing could happen this
year.
"There's nothing wrong with
the University of Tennessee. We

See Page 11

Smoltz,Lopez lead Braves
Atlanta leads 1-0
after winning 2-1
By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — John
Smoltz has been a pitcher with
wonderful stuff for years, a
potential big winner waiting to
blossom.
He came of age this season,
moving ahead of four-time NL
Cy Young Award winner Greg
Maddux and one-time recipient
Tom Glavine as the ace of the
Atlanta Braves staff.

Smoltz, 29, did just what an
ace is supposed to do Wednesday, coming through with a dominating performance as the
Braves beat the Los Angeles
Dodgers 2-1 in 10 innings to get
the jump in their NL playoff
series.
Smoltz, the major league leader in victories and strikeouts,
allowed only four hits in the first
nine innings, and Javy Lopez
homered off Antonio Osuna leading off the 10th to provide the
margin of victory.
Mark Wohlers, who had a
club-record 39 saves, worked
around a one-out single by Greg

Gagne in the bottom of the 10th
to preserve the victory for the
defending World Series
champions.
Maddux (15-11), whose streak
of four straight Cy Young
Awards will likely be stopped by
Smoltz, will pitch for the NL
East champion Braves in Game 2
of the best-of-5 series tonight
against Ismael Valdes.
It's a game just about everyone
in the Dodgers clubhouse said
they have to win.
"We don't want to go to
Atlanta with them needing only
II See Page 11

File Photo
Atlanta pitcher John Smolt: showed why he's a Cy Young candidate
against the Dodgers Wednesday.

American League

Cleveland facing 2-0 deficit
following 7-4 loss to Orioles
Yanks tie series
with 5-4 triumph
By DAVID GINSBURG
AP Sports Writer

File Photo
Baltimore second baseman Roberto Alomar, despite being wrapped in
controversy. has seen his Orioles take a 24 lead over the Cleveland
Indians

BALTIMORE (AP) — The
Cleveland Indians finally get to
utilize the home-field advantage
Friday in their first-round AL
playoff series against the Baltimore Orioles.
At this point, though, it might
be too late to benefit from it.
The Baltimore Orioles won the
first two games of the best-of-5
series at Camden Yards, and now
they've got their winningest
pitcher poised to apply the
clincher.
The Orioles got another home
run from Brady Anderson and
broke a tie in a controversial
eighth inning to beat the Indians
7-4 Wednesday and move within
one win of eliminating the
defending AL champions
Cleveland won 99 polies, best
in the majors, while the Orioles
grabbed .the wild-card berth on
the second-to-last day of the season. But Baltimore got the first
two games at home, and took full

-

advantage of it.
"All of a sudden we're in a
hole, and we haven't gotten to
play at home," said Cleveland's
Jack McDowell (13-9), who will
oppose Mike Mussina (19-11) in
Game 3 Friday at Jacobs Field.
"But that's the way it's set up,
and that's what we have to deal
with."
The Orioles went 0-6 in Cleveland last season, but this year's
team is poised to do something
that's never been done —
advance in the playoffs as a wild•
card team.
"You don't need no pep talk.
This is what it's all about," Baltimore's Bobby Bonilla said.
"This is very special and elite.
These guys can sense that. They
can feel it."
The Indians, on the other hand,
are starting to feel the pressure of
being pushed to the brink of
elimination.
"They're getting the big hits.
In a couple of instances, we
haven't," McDowell said. ''It s
going to be a tough matchup, but
hopefully we can bring our game
up a notch."
The Indians will have to,
because they've never held the

lead in the series and have thus
far been outscored 17-8.
"It was nice to get two victories at home," Bonilla said. "We
still have some work to do, but
it's a lot easier to go in there trying to get one win than it is trying to get two. We accomplished
a lot by winning this game, no
question about that."
Yankees 5, Rangers 4
12 Innings
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Yankees were desperately hanging on.
For three straight innings, Texas had put on the leadoff runner,
threatening to take the lead,
threatening to go home to Arlington with a 2-0 lead in the AL
playoff series.
But then, as rain began to fall
through the Bronx, it turned
around.
First, Dean Palmer flied out
with the bases loaded and two
outs in the 12th. Then, in the bot-.
torn half, Palmer threw away
Charlie Hayes' bunt, allowing
Derek Jeter to score for a 5-4 victory Wednesday night.

ei See Page 11
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•Tennessee...
FROM PAGE 10
can handle adversity real well.
We're going into this Ole Miss
game positive, strong and confident," he said.
Both teams refuse to be distracted by the spectacle that can
be termed the Manning factor —
Tennessee quarterback Peyton
Manning playing for the first
time against his father's alma
mater and the team he loved
while growing up.
Tennessee coach Phillip Fulmer admits there's some emotional pressure on Manning, but
says his quarterback is going to
compete every game regardless
of who we play. I'm sure the Ole
Miss people would love nothing
better than for Peyton to come to
Memphis and not play well and

6

SEC champion, Tennessee beat
Ole Miss 22-13 en route to as
last title.

lose."
None of the players in the
game were even born when
Archie Manning took his last
snap at Ole Miss in 1970.
"As far as the players, we are
playing against Tennessee, not
Peyton Manning," said Ole Miss
linebacker Walker Jones, one of
Manning's closest friends.
"There are more personal ties
than normal, but we're not playing against my good friend.
We're playing against a bitter
rival."
Tennessee has won eight
straight games in the series,
which is being renewed for the
first time since the league went to
divisional play in 1992. In a
November 1990 game in Memphis that virtually determined the

The Volunteers are again contending for conference crowns.
Ole Miss is rebuilding, with only
60 scholarship players this season
because oi NCAA probation.
Ole Miss realizes it must play
an almost perfect game. It had six
turnovers three weeks ago in a
45-28 loss to No. 20 Auburn.
"It is a learning process. You
look back on it, especially the
day after watching the (Auburn)
film, we got sick to our stomach," Ole Miss linebacker Eli
Anding said.
The Rebels had no turnovers in
their last game, a 20-9 victory at
Vanderbilt on Sept. 21.

FROM PAGE 10
one victory," said slumping Dodgers catcher Mike Piazza, who
had a single in four at-bats after
finishing the season in a 4-for-23
slide.
Smoltz, 24-8 this year, retired
his final 13 batters, including
Piazza on a long fly to right to
end the eighth.
"I thought I hit it pretty well,"
Piazza said. "I hoped it would go
out for me, but it obviously
didn't."
Smoltz struck out seven,
walked two and threw strikes on
his last 17 pitches in improving
his lifetime postseason record to
6-1.
"The only difference I see in
John this year is probably that his
control has been better than it's

ever been," Glavine said. "But
whether he won 24 games this
year or what, John Smolu has
still been a great pitcher for this
organization."
Perhaps so, but Smoltz had
never won more than 15 games in
a season until this year.
This truly was a big game for
me," Smoltz said. "1 enjoyed
being in this situation. I really
felt good all game. Even in the

10th inning, I felt I could go out
(and pitch)."
As expected, the matchup
between the teams with the top
two ERAs in baseball was a
pitching duel. There were a total
of Just nine hits — four by
Atlanta.
"We both have good pitchers," Dodgers manager Bill Russell said.
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FROM PAGE 10
Now he's the No. 1 starter in
St. Louis, but there's company
since the Cardinals also traded
for Todd Stottlemyre in the
offseason. Seven-time NL batting
champion Tony Gwynn said Ben"It's a little bit ironic that they
are one of the four best teams
that are left," Benes said.
Benes said it was tough trying
to live up to expectations in San
Diego and getting traded was a
relief.
"They've got all kinds of
superstars in Seattle and I was
just one of the guys pitching
between Randy Johnson's
starts," Benes said.
es seems content in St. Louis.
"Here he's different, calmer,
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more composed, doesn't seem to
get rattled," Gwynn said. "He
just looks like he's happy."
Benes hit his low point on May
19 at Colorado, when he allowed
six runs in six innings. He
pitched a shutout in his next start,
but he said the turning point to
his 17-3 finish really came a
month later when right fielder
Brian Jordan made a game-saving
catch in the top of the ninth and
then delivered the game-winning
hit in the bottom of the inning in
a 3-2 victory.
"I was 4-8 instead of 3-9 and
it just goes to show you when
something positive happens and
you're rewarded with a win, you
stand a little taller on the mound
and feel a little more confident,"
Benes said.

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

start the 12th, gave up a leadoff
single to Jeter and then walked
Tim Raines. Hayes, who hit a
sacrifice fly batting for Wade
Boggs in the seventh, then bunted
to third. Palmer, who made the
defensive play of the game on
Paul O'Neill's grounder in the
series opener, then threw the ball
somewhere near the tarp.
"It was a little bit wet," Palmer said. "Still, it's a routine
play."
With the series shifting to the
Ballpark in Arlington, Texas figures to have the advantage. The
Rangers have won 13 of their last
16 at home against the Yankees,
including five of six this year.
"We didn't dwell on the win
last night," Texas second baseman Mark McLemore said. "We
won't dwell on the loss tonight."

FROM PAGE 10
"If we had lost, we'd have had
to go to Texas and win three in a
row, and that's too tough," Jeter
said. "It's still going to be a
struggle, but we like our
chances."
When the best-of-5 series
resumes Friday night, Jimmy Key
will pitch for the Yankees against
Darren Oliver.
"We came in here to win
two," Rangers manager Johnny
Oates said. "We tried to make all
the moves and then we ran out of
players. The pitching was getting
thin at the end."
In a 4-hour, 25-minute marathon, the Yankees used seven
pitchers and the Rangers used
five.
Mike Henneman came in to
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BASEBALL PLAYOFFS
All Tense CDT
DIVISION SERIES
AilleriPIM League
Texas vs. Na. Yon
Wednesday, Oct. 2
Na. York 5. Texas 4, 12 inNrigs, series fed 1-1
Friday, Oct. 4
Ni. York (Key 12-11) at Texas (Olver 144),
707 pm. (NW)
Saturday, Oct. 5
Ni. York at Texas 12,07 p
(ESPN or
ESPN2)
Sunday, Oct. 6
Nee York at Taxa" 307 p tnt. It necessary
(ESPN)
Cilentand vs. BOMMO4/01
Wednesday, Oct. 2
Baltimore 7, Cleveland 4, Baltimore Wads series
2-0
F-ridsy, Oct. 4
Baltimore (Mussina 19-11) at Cleveland
(McDowell 13-9), 307 pm. (ESPle)
Saturday, Oct. 5
Bellmore W Cleveland, 1207 p.m, It necessary
(ESPN or ESPN2)
Sunday, Oct. 6
Baltimore at Cleveland, 6 30 p nt, It necessary
(FOX)

Photo

National League
Saa Diego vs. St. Louie
Saturday, Oct. 5
St Louis (Osborne 15-9) at San Dego (Ashby
9-5i. 637 pm (NBC)
Sunday, Oct. 6
St Louie at San Diego, 1007 pm. if necessary
(ESPN)
Monday, Oct. 7
St Louis at San Dego, 3:07 p.m.. It necessary
(ESPN)

date

753-8355

901 Sycamore

Atlanta vs. Los Angeles
Wedneeday, Oct. 2
Atlanta 2, Los Angeiss 1, 10 innings. Atlanta
Inds series 1-0
Thundery, Oct. 3
Atlanta (Meddux 15-1f) at Los Angeles (Valdes
15-7), 711 pm (FOX)
Saturday, Oct. 5
Los Moen (Norno 16-11) at Atlanta (Glavin
15-10), 3 15 pm (FOX)
Sunday, Oct. 6
los Angeles at AtlaMa, 12 07 pm . II necessary
(ESPN)
likanday, Oct. 7
Los Angela* at Atlanta 611 p rn IInecessary
(FOX)

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American Loewe
(NBC)
Tuesday, Oct a
Nov York-Texas winner at Cleveland OR Badman at Ni. York-Texas winner, 767 pm
Wielneeday, Oct. 9
New York-Texas winner at Cleveland OR BallMOM at New York-Texas winner, 307 pm
Frid, Oct. 11
Cleveland at Ni. York-Taxis winner OR Na.
York-Texas winner at Baltimore. 707 pm.
Saturday, Oct. 12
Cleveland at New York-Texas winner OR Ni.
York-Texas winner at Baltimore, 637 p m
Sunday, Oct. 13
Cleveland at New York-Texas %fanner OR New
York-Texas winner at Baltimore 307 pm, it
necessary
Tuesday, Oct. 15
New York-Texas winner at Cleoeland OR Baltimore at New York-Texas winner, 7,07 pm, if
necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 16
Ni. York-Texas winner at Cleveland Oil Batemon at Ni. Yory-Texas winner. 707 pm.
necessary
National Lowe
(Fen)
Wednesday, Oct 9
St Louis-San Dego winner at Atlanta OR Los
St Louis San Otago winner. 7-11 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 10
St Louis-San Diego winner at Allan), OR Los
Angeles at St Louts-San Dego winner, 7:11 pm.
Saturday, Oct. 12
Atlanta at St Louis-San Diego winner OR St.
Louis-San Dego winner at Los Angeles, 315 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 13
Atlanta at St Louts-San Diego WirM111 OR St.
LoLes-San D1090 winner at Los Angie's. 630 p.m.
Mooney, Oct. 14
Atlanta at St Louts-San Diego winner OR St,
Lous-San Diego winner at Los Angeles, 6 09 p m.,
It necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 16
St Louis-San Diego winner at Atlanta OR Los
Angeles at St Louls-San Diego winner, 3 15p m., it
necessary
Thursday, Oct. 17
St Lois-San Diego winner at Atlanta OR Los
Angeles at St Louis-San Diego winner 711 pm .It
necessary
AVON at

thus

7-5, Sat 7 Noon

No payment or interest until April 1, 1997. 10% down,
7.99% A.P R on approved credit
Purchase between September 1 and December 31 1996

•1996 season...
defense keeps opponents within
sight, Murray's big-play athletes
— Kenny Hammonds, especially — will find a way to put the
ball in the end zone.
Remember, they're still 1-0 in
the district and though Mayfield
looks to be a few notches above
the Tigers (and everybody else),
that game has yet to be played.
Don't count them out —
defense wins.

FROM PAGE 10
rock-solid defense as a key to
victory.
In short, the Lakers are playing playoff-style football.
Featuring defensive linemen
Mitch Ryan, Jacob Toney, Craig
Butler, Josh McKee! and David
Cavitt, the 'Lakers' front five is
nasty, and the linebacker duo of
Jason Eaves and Shea Forrester
is making plays behind them.
Passing is still an important
part of the Lakers' arsenal, but
now they go to the air to
improve field position for the
defense.
Though they must stay
focused on the three opponents
leading up to Oct. 25, the Paducah Tilghman game is the key to
hosting a first-round playoff
game.
And, this year the Lakers
won't have to get into a shootout with the Tornado just to stay
close.
Murray High
Rick Fisher's Tigers are walking on unfamiliar soil these days
— strolling among the mortals
of Class A football.
Injuries and inexperience
have been costly to the 2-3
Tigers, but don't give up the
season just yet. Offensively, the
Tigers are struggling just to
hang on to the football, never
mind trying to score points.
However, Murray High still
knows how to play defense and
that's a relief heading down the
stretch. As long as the Tigers'

1<111 b'.
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mmE McKeelCo.,Equipment
Inc.
503 Walnut St., Murray

(502)753-3062

SPECIAL BUY!
12.0 Volt Heavy Duty Cordless
3/8" (10mm) Drill Driver VSR
and Flashlight Kit
Full one year warranty. Includes DW974,
charger 2XR pack", extended runtime battery, screwdriver bit, DW904 flashlight,
(2)DW9123 bulbs and carrying case.

$19999
Mr. Contractor...
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ADD DEWALT
TO YOUR CREW.

MSU
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DEWALT
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High Performance Industrial Tools
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18.0 Volt 1/2" (13mm)
Heavy Duty Cordless
Drill/Driver Kit

Saturday, October 5th

The
tang-

Join Us At...

RISII Racers

Texnner,
lead,
rlingAL

TENT CITY
11 a.m.

VS.

Austin Peay

)fall
irned

In front of Stewart Stadium

Saturday, Oct. 5
at 2:30 p.m.
Roy Stewart
, Stadium

I out
two
botaway
,wing
vic-

Full one year warranty Includes DW995,
charger XR2 pack", extended runtime battery,
screwdriver bit and carrying case

Stop by
and see our
complete line
of Bewail
power
tools.

Renew old friendships,
enjoy some delicious
food and get ready
to cheer on the

ITILMAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

MSU Racers!.
Game Sponsored By

208 E. Main•763-3361
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Special buy
offer hinted while
supplies last
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Service

CAR
WON'T RUN?

•

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
SEAFOOD the game!

go-P

al

CALL #1

cClard's
753-9132

•
•
•
•
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$1 • ••—•
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GOOD LUCK LAKERS

Z;°4#g•00
iiii_y./.
4pea(EYE;s4ocif

FOOTBALL

OMB LUCK LINERS

•

46t Li

IMMINGHAM
AUTO
REPAIR

MUNN

Swap

"Th• *Mast
Ind•pandant
rapper shop In Murray"

"Cooked The Way You'd Cook It"

S.

619 South 4th • 753-6831

Bel-Air Center - 753-0440

Wan,

Purdom,
Thurman

Call 753-7001
now to reserve
your spot in our new.
computer training PI
classroom!

„Iv

McNutt
Greg
McNutt

t

HAWKINS

•A*,

• Medical & Long Term Care
• Life Insurance
• Disability Income Coverage
• Fixed & Variable Annuities

FORD
MERCURY

Calloway County quarterback Alberto Villanueva (42) unleashes a pass against Union County last week as Laker
teammate Jason Eaves (44) stays back to block. Calloway travels to Trigg County Friday night.

LEARN MORE ABOUT

at

Proudly
supporting
our Lakers
for the
past 68
years.

PARKER
• FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
701 Main Street

6I

I

COME LET KEN SHOW OFF HIS
NEW PROPS, STUDIO &
OUTDOOR SCENES
I

Nob
121 N BYPASS(acrossfrom
taary Log BBQ)

II

753-705o

114

-Iv--

Good
i,1104

(
AIM\

1NAPO tzlf
Imrs

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
753-4424

1300 N. 12th St.

Perdue Field, Cadiz

When Alberto Villanueva stepped onto the field last
Friday for his first action of the season, he became
Calloway County's third quarterback in as many
weeks.
A cracked collarbone had sidelined the Laker senior
through the first four games, during which Dan Arnett
and Eric King had filled in at quarterback, and Calloway won three of its first four games.
But Villanueva, Calloway's starter throughout the
entire preseason, brought a stabilizing presence to the
field in his first start, and the Lakers responded by
bombarding district rival Union County 30-0 in the
rain to improve to 4-1 on the year.
"I think that's the word to use, 'stable,— Calloway
coach Billy Mitchell said of Villanueva's showing
against Union. "He's got experience, but he had to
show poise and focus, and he gave us that. There were
very few broken plays and fumbles, and field position
was the key. We were at the 50 going in 95 percent of
the time.
"It's hard to score 30 points in rain like we had last
week, but Alberto was able to keep his focus and we
fought through homecoming to win the game," Mitchell added. "I think the key was that we hit two passes
at the beginning of the second half that kept drives
alive and showed that we could throw the ball
successfully."
Calloway steps out of district play this week to
travel to Trigg County (1-4). Trigg edged Murray 6-0
last week for its first win of the year.
"They're probably one of the best 1-4 teams in the
state because they've played such a tough schedule,"

;
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00
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HERE'S TO A
WINNING
SEASON!

ILATTI\
FOOTBALL
1-Shirts by Coed Sportswear, Inc.

•

498-8142
Hazel

753-1933
Murray

John U. Roberta
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Mapla, Murray
753-6050

4d&4

Mitchell said. "They're strong because their weight
program is so good; and they can run.
"They've won the state powerlifting championship
the past few years, and with the speed they've got, it's
quite a combination," he added. "They can score anytime they get the ball."
Adding to that is Trigg's offense, the Delaware
wing-T, which uses a variety of reverses, counters and
fakes in attempting to fool the defense.
"Not seeing the wing-T, I don't know how we'll
respond," Mitchell said. "You've got to stay at home
and get the right read because there's.a lot of deception and misdirection involved in it.
"You've got to locate the ball because they'll run a
lot of double reverses and double handoffs, and if you
start chasing the ball, all of a sudden they'll reverse it
and then the ball is coming right at you with a blocker
in front," he added."So then you've got to take on the
blockers and make tackles, and not chase after who
has the ball."
Despite Trigg's record, Mitchell said his team can't
take the Wildcats, or anybody else, lightly.
"We've got to get ready to play whether it's in or
out of our district, and treat everybody the same," he
said. "On Friday, we'd better be ready to play or Trigg
can beat us. We've got to look forward to it and play
with the same intensity as if it were a district game.
"I feel good about our team, but we're just taking
one game at a time," Mitchell added. "We don't have
another district game for three weeks, so we've got to
keep our minds on where we're going and keep our
heads on right."
Friday's game begins at 7:30 p.m. at Trigg County's
Perdue Field in Cadiz.

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
This
Page

of the World

Lite Insurance Society

Southside Manor • 753-3456

492-8136

Hazel, KY

DID
PLUMBING
Residential • Commercial
• Service Repair
"Specializing in Quality Work"
David Ryan

Darren Howard

Tele/Fax 753-4736
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Good Luck
Lakers!
Compliments of
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Keep fpr 2 days

1 J.H. Churchill
uneral Home
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Chopping
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All Movies
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Mom< Office Omaha ,,ebraska

Dees Bank of 9-fazef
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'Stable' Villanueva, Lakers
take to road against Trigg GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
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Oct. 4, 1996 — 7:30 p.m.

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

OAKWOOD
II: STUDIO

IRAs AND
ANNUITIES

Trigg County (1-4)

0-411°I.

r

1304-E Chestnut Street, Murray KY 42071
502-753-7001 http://www.hawkinsresearch.com

Calloway County (4-1)

LINCOLN

753-5273

COMPUTERS & INFORMATION SERVICES

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

407 Maple St. • 502-753-4451
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Terry & Karen Isaacs, Owners
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201 S. 3rd St.

753-2411
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Jack in the Box settles
food poisoning lawsuit

DEATHS
Bernard Neal (Bill) Belote Jr.
Bernard Neal (Bill) Belote Jr., 83, Hopewell Road, Mayfield, died
Wednesday. Oct. 2, 1996, at 7:50 a.m. at his home.
A cement finisher in Mayfield and surrounding area for many years,
he was a member of the Operative Plasterers and Cement Masons'
International Association Local 0125, Paducah.
Mr. Belote Jr. was a member of Trinity United Methodist Church
where he served as teacher, song leader, treasurer and board member.
In 1987 he was commissioned a Kentucky Colonel by Gov. Martha
Layne Collins.
During World War II he served in the Army Air Corps at Page
Field, Fort Myers, Fla., and reached the rank of staff sergeant. He
graduated from Mayfield High School in 1931 and later auended Murray State College where he served as a member of the 1933 undefeated football team.
He was the son of the late Bernard Neal Belote and Johnie Maddox
Belote. Also preceding him in death were three brothers, Robert, John
C., and Joe Belote.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Genevieve Belote; two daughters,
Mrs. Barbara Elliott, Gainesville, Fla., and Mrs. Carolyn Bies, Worland, N.Y.; one son, Bernard N. Belote III, Philadelphia, Miss.; three
sisters, Mrs. Wells Purdom Sr., Murray, and Mrs. George Cook and
Mrs. J.C. Harris, Mayfield; two brothers, Jack Belote, Murray, and
Frank Belote, Dunn, N.C.; three grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Dan Leslie, the Rev. Fred French, Mike
Blitch and Howard Hawkins will officiate. Burial will follow in
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens with military rites by American Legion
Post No. 26.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Lourdes
Hospice, Paducah.

Neale Allison Sykes
Neale Allison Sykes, 57, South Fulton, Tenn., died Wednesday,
Ocdt. 2, 1996, at his home.
He was owner/operator of Sawmill/Pallet Company at N.S. & Son
Pallet Company. He was a member of First United Methodist Church
at Union City, Tenn., and of American Legion Post 073 at Murray.
Born June 9, 1939, at Murray, he was the son of Cleo Sykes and
Mary Neale Sykes. One brother, Charles Dale Sykes, preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Joyce Sykes; two daughters, Mrs.
Lori Berner, Union City, and Mrs. Lea Ann Boucher, Springfield,
Tenn.; two sons, Rick Sykes, Smyrna, Tenn., and Rusty Sykes, South
Fulton, Tenn.; his parents, Cleo and Mary Sykes, one sister, Mrs. Sarah McCuiston, and one brother, Dale Sykes, all of Murray; four
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 10:30 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Union City. The Rev. John Archer will officiate. Linda Harrelson will present the music.
Cremation will take place at Paducah.
Fnends may call at White Ranson Funeral Home, Union City,
Tenn., from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight (Thursday).

Mrs. Mada Perry
Graveside services for Mrs. Mada Perry were Wednesday at 2 p.m.
at McCuiston Cemetery. The Rev. Sammy Cunningham officiated.
Pallbearers were Benny Smith, Ed Hendon, Tom Crowell, Noble
Knight, Dwane Owens and Noel Smith. Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Perry, 90, of Nash Drive, Murray, died Monday, Sept. 30,
1996, at 1:55 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include a brother-in-law, Willis Bucy, Murray, and one
nephew, Lonnie Bucy, Madison Heights, Mich.

Jury awards girl $500,000 in elementary school case
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)- In
the latest in a series of actions
targeting sexual harassment
among schoolchildren, a jury
awarded $500,000 to a 14-yearold girl after finding that school
officials ignored her complaints
about a classmate.
Three years ago, a sixth-grade
boy subjected her to an almost
daily barrage of vulgarities, lewd
insults and threats to beat her up
and even kill her, said the girl,
then 11. Family members said the
boy would often grab his crotch
and ask her why her breasts were
not larger.
"It's not about the words he
was saying. It was about the
power he had over her," the
girl's mother said. "He was terrorizing her on a daily basis and
saw the fear in her face. That's
what he enjoyed."
The jury on Tuesday ordered
the school district to pay 93.4
percent of the $500,000. The
boy's family must pay $27,000 of
the total, and girl's former princi-

pal is responsible for $6,000.
Officials of the Antioch Unified School District - about 45
miles east of San Francisco said Wednesday they may appeal
the decision or call for a new
trial.
"We think the verdict is excessive," said Superintendent Alan
Newell, who acknowledged "it's
certainly possible" that the boy
harassed the girl.
The school district said that,
despite three investigations, it did
not have enough evidence to
move the boy to another class or
suspend him.
"It's an unfortunate circumstance that we found ourselves in
the middle of," Newell said.
"We clearly have a social issue
which, as a society, we're going
to have to address."
Both children were sixthgraders at Bidwell Elementary
School in Antioch during the
1993-94 school year.
The girl's lawyer, Sandra
Springs, said the lawsuit was a

MSU professor to
speak at meeting

36

Dr. Dan Wann, assistant professor in the department of psychology
at Murray State University, has
been selected to make a presentation
to the North American Society for
the Sociology of Sport at their
meeting Nov. 13-16 in Birmingham, Ala
Dr. Wann's presentation titled
"The Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety of Sport Spectators," extends
his 10-year research program of the
psychology of sports fans.
The study examined the anxiety
of Murray State University men's
basketball fans. The anxiety levels
of 31 MSU students were accessed
three days before, 12 days before,
three hours before, immediately
prior to and during half-time of two
basketball games. One of the games
was an important mid-ce_ason contest against rival Tennessee State

University and the other contest was
against a struggling Middle Tennessee State team. The results indicated
that the fans' anxiety increnced as
the contests approached. The fans'
anxiety was highest at half-time of
the TSU game, which had a tied
half-time score. In addition, the
anxiety of highly allegiant Murray
State fans was greater than the
anxiety of less allegiant MSU fans.
"This research indicates that the
anxiety of sport fans is quite similar
.to the anxiety of the athletes themselves," notes Wann.
Dr. Wann joined MSU's psychology department in 1990 after
receiving his Ph.D. from the University of Kansas. He is the author
of more than 40journal articles. His
new textbook, "Sport Psychology,"
is being published by Prentice Hall
and will be available in 1997.
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last resort after meetings with the
teacher, principals, the boy's
family and the superintendent
failed to stop the harassment.
"It's not a little boy kissing a
little girl on the cheek. This was
outrageous harassment," Springs
said Wednesday. She asked that
the girl's name not be used.
The case is the latest in a
series of actions against schoolchildren for behavior classified as
sexual harassment.
In New York City on Wednesday, administrators cut short a
five-day suspension for a 7-year-

old who had stolen a kiss that he
called affection. Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani and others had criticized
the punishment as political correctness run amok.
Last week, a 6-year-old boy in
Lexington, N.C., was censured
for kissing a classmate and
banned from attending an ice
cream party. School officials
there had a change of heart without offering an apology or much
of an explanation.
In California, Newell said there
may be many more cases like the
one in Antioch.

Course in calligraphy
to be offered at MSU
course the basic and most popular
"italic" hand will be explored for
both beginning and intermediate
students. Upper and lower case
letters will be demonstrated in class
with some take-home practice
sheets.

Even with the explosion in the
use of computers, penmanship
hasn't gone out of vogue. Many
times it's the hand-lettered look that
caps off the perfect project. Calligraphy is the art of fine handwriting
which is widely used for lettering
envelopes, such as wedding invitations, creating personalized monograms or even lettering a quotation
or poem making it suitable for
framing. Calligraphy offers its practitioners an opportunity both to
create for art's sake and to earn extra
income lettering for others.
A six-week calligraphy course
will be offered by Murray State
University beginning Oct. 15. The
class will meet on consecutive
Tuesday evenings through Nov. 19
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology.
In this community education

Marilyn Alberts will be the instructor for the course. Alberts
became interested in calligraphy
when she had to address 300 invitations to her own wedding. She
believes that anyone with an appreciation for beautiful writing qualifies as a student for this class.
The course registration fee of $75
includes all class supplies such as
pens, ink, nibs and practice paper.
For more information or to register
for this course, contact the office of
community education at 762-2160
locally, or toll free at 1 (800)6697654.

Saw and Save.
$19995
1

,

SAN DIEGO (AP) - A
woman who suffered kidney failure after eating a bad Jack in the
Box hamburger reached a $7.5
million settlement with the
chain's parent company.
Angela Noble, 19, of Idaho,
underwent a kidney transplant to
save her life after eating a hamburger contaminated by the E.
coli bacteria nearly four years
ago. She settled her lawsuit with
San Diego-based Foodmaker Inc.
on Wednesday.
"It has always been Foodmaker's intent to provide fair settlements to victims deserving compensation as a result of the out-

break," said Bruce Clark, an
lawyer for the company.
•

Foodmaker has settled more
than 90 lawsuits related to the
January 1993 outbreak that sickened several hundred people and
killed three children from
Washington state.

,

Seulements that have been disclosed range from $19,000 to
S15.6 million. Foodmaker has not
released the amounts of all its
settlements.
Since the outbreak, lack in the
Box has begun safeguards to
make sure its food is bactenafree.
•••

HOG MARKET
Fesierat State Martel hews Service OcL 3, 19%
Kentucky Purchase Arm Hog Market Report Includes 2
Iluying Stations Receipts: Ad. 55 Eat. IN knows &
Gilts 1.N higher Sows sMady I. lid lower
$55
US 1.3 23I•24
551 5•54:
56 54
US 1-3 215-23 lbd
US 3-4 204214 Ina.
L54.56 • 55311
• 47.54
US 1-2 2144.215
Sows
541.1111 - 42.44
US 1-2 279-159 lbs._
- 43.49
US 1.3 309-454
$410 - 45.49
US 11.3 454-525 lbs.$52.1111 • 54.04
US 1.3 525 &
US 2-3 300-5011
S44.N - 41.611
loan 534.114-37.011

A&A. AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

The ad for

Discount Tobacco City 8 Lottery
that ran in the Oct. 2 edition of the
Murray Ledger & Times Shopper Guide
should have read:

Basic

Buy 2 Get 1 Free

$1.99

'We are sorry for any inconvenience this may have caused.

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
*AA

'

Dow Jones Ind. Avg....593l.74 - 2_23
DJIA Previous Close..-.-.5933.97
Air Products...-______583/4 + 1/4
A T 8c T........................ 393/a unc
Bell South .....................391/s +
Briggs & Stratton........ 441/4
Bristol Myers SquIbb.-___•9113/s + 'Is
CBT Corp. Ky.s.---211/313 23A
Chrysler.
..30 + 1/s
Dean Foods.
.29 unc
Exxon....-•-•-...-............853/4 unc
Ford Motor.
-31s/s - Is
General Electric.....-.,413/5 - 1/4
• General Motors..
-491/2 - 3/1
•
1/s + 1/4
Goodyear46 1/1
I B
........-1253/4 - 1/5
Ingersoll Rand..
•• 47 - 1/s

Prices as of 9 a.m.
unc
K U. Energy....-----------.29 unc
Kroger ----.-.----441/2 - 1/4
McDonalds ......-----463/4 - 1/4
- 1/s
Merck
J.C. Penney....._.......--531/1 - 3/s
/
2B 2.31/4A
Peoples First*......... 221
Quaker Oats-._.....--361/4 1/0
Schering-Plough...--.621/4 + 1/4
Sears .........•••455/ +
Texaco.-...........----943/s + 3/s
3t/ + 1/4
Time Warner
UST...............----....301/1 + 1/s
Wal-Mart...........-..........253/4 + 1/s

*Hilliard Lyons is a rnanua maker In this stock.
UNC-price unchanged

(AC

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
-• (502) 753-3366

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
14.8 1411tard. WI. 1)0.1, int

•

Member NYSE and siPc

N,
Choose the right investment for your hard-earned dollars. We want your
money to grow...and to be there when you need it. At Peoples First you're
assured of getting the most from your money because:
• There are no maintenance fees for any Peoples First Savings
or CD products
• Deposits are federally insured up lo $100.000.
• You can rely on friendly, experienced Peoples First
Customer Service Representatives to help you select the
accouni mat is rigni tor you

CURRENT INVESTMENT RATES
Minimum
Balance

CD Term

Annual
Percentage Yield

9 Month

5.45%

$500

12 Month

6.00%

$500

18 Month

5.78%

$500

24 Month

5.94%

$500

30 Month

5.99%

$500

3 Year

6.04%

$500

44.***waYlaa

t•-;

• KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

STrin-

$45 Value Free

A penalty will be imposed for early withdrawal
The annual perorntage yield. are accurate October 1-7, 1996 CI) minimum balances
re required to open accounts and obtain the annual percentage yields For more
information call 1-800.426-1201

PRIME INVESTMENT ACCOUNT
na.

MIN

L-12.: Martha Broach, Hilda Jo Roger., Alesia
Vicky Lambert, Julie Holt
•
•
•
•
•

City & County Coverage
Farm Owner
Home Owner
Auto
Life

•
•
•
•

Blue Cross
Retirement
Business
Long Term Care

Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach; Agent, Bob Cornelison

11

753-4703

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

• ••.

4.85%*APY
$20,000

5.38%*APY
$50,000

Minimum Balance

Minimum Balance

.....V1P4111111011Pr

The Price In vest rrent ACC011 19
I percentage yields are accurate as of Oct. 1,19%
nd may change after the account is opened The APY is 2.53% with a minimum
balance Woo than S20,000. The roinirnum balance is required to obtain the annual
percentage yield. Prime Inveptment Account fees may reduce earning,

Our best deal on a chain saw just got better. Purchase
a Stihl 017 right now, and get this handy carrying
case and spare loop of chain, a $45 value, free.

"Ifilirrn

111 Peoples ni t,

Available for a limited time only at participating Stihl Dealers

Murray Home I Auto
Chestnut St.
Murray

•

753-2571
753-4110

•

BAILIARD

efort 66 5
/ • 1.411019111' Maui South Maw,I Eirlit
GRAVES Amnon,n 17.);.1 147 5513 Suntan,. - 851 321#
LIVINGSTON Salem- 9101 3329 Smethland - 91.8213.?
MAAS/ALI (a/tertiary - 3.95 8341 • Menem 527 1.1.58
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CLASSIFIED

^a-

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Asti

TO PLACE
AN AD

$6.00 Column Inch
40% Otscount 2nd Run.
60% Discount 3rci Run.
os 3 kis Mutt 1841 WIffil 0 Day Pedad.)
$2 00 per column inch extra for CIO
Tuesday (Shopping Guide),
3210
025
0310
301 per word. $6 CO minimum
OrSC
1st day.61 per word per day for
050
consecutive
additional
each
day. $2.00 extra tor Shopper
(Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) $2.00 extra for 190
blind box ads
370
390
..Y..caLigkiLK_PlePszist 400
A $2.00 tee will be required to make
any changes to ad alter deodline. 550

.0i:it:I Notice
Notice
PersOnos
Cora or Thanks
in Memory

Reader Adl

010

.or &
29C
FARMERS MARKET
iorm Equtprneris
Livestock & Suppies
Pouitty & Supplies
Proc1Jce
Feed & Seea

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary
appointments have been made
in
the
Calloway
County District Court.
All claims against these estates should be
filed with the fiduciary
within six months of
date of qualification.
MontgomConnie
ery, Britthaven of Benton, Benton, KY 42025,
deceased, Sid Easley,
204 S. 6th St., Murray,
KY 42071, administrator, appt. 9/18/96, Sid
Easley, 204 S. 6th St.,
Murray, KY 42071, attorney, 96-P-00259 —
All claims must be
filed by Feb. 28, 1997.
Eulala L. McCarty,
1010 Doran Road,Murray, KY 42071, deceased, Amos McCarty
Jr., 804 Minerva, Murray, KY 42071, executor, appt. 9/18/96,
Ricky A. Lamkin, 304
Maple St., Murray, KY
42071, attorney, 96-P00260 — All claims
must be filed by Feb.
28, 1997.
Ethel Sheridan, Rt.
7, Mayfield, Calloway
Co.,KY,deceased, Burnell Haack, 520 South
St., P.O. Box 333, Linden, MI 48451, executor, appt. 9/18/96,
Louise Howell, 903
Lynwood Blvd., Nashville, TN 37205, executor, appt. 9/18/96, Sid
Easley, 204 S. 6th St.,
Murray, KY 42071, attorney, 96-P-00264 —
All claims must be filed
ay Feb. 28, 1997.

265
3X
30
320
3X
340
360

Carl Douglass Ingram, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Calloway Co., KY, deceased, Johnny Ingram, 2173 Kirksey
Road, Murray, KY
42071, executor, appt.
9/18/96, 96-P-00266 —
All claims must be filed
by Feb. 28, 1997.
Perry
Jackie
McCuiston, Rt. 3 Box
1016, Murray, KY
42071, deceased, Elizabeth Amos Ruttman,
Rt. 3 Box 1016, Murray, KY 42071, administratrix, appt. 9/25/96,
Max Parker, 104 N.4th
St., Murray,KY 42071,
attorney, 96-P-00268
— All claims must be
filed by Feb. 28, 1997.
Thelma Lois Dixon,
Rt. 6 Box 141 B, Murray, KY 42071, deceased, Linda Kimbro,
671 Irvin Cobb Road,
Murray, KY 42071, executrix, appt. 9/25/96,
Sid Easley, 204 S. 5th
St., Murray,KY 42071,
attorney, 96-P-00271
— All claims must be
filed by Feb. 28, 1997.
Cletus Shelton, Rt.
1, Dexter, KY 42036,
Holland
deceased,
Shelton, Box 38, Farmington,KY 42040,executor, appt. 9/25/96,
Robert 0. Miller,201 S.
5th St., Murray, KY
42071, attorney, 96-P00272 — All claims
must be filed by Feb.
28, 1997.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by James
Coleman, executor of
the estate of Maggie
Woods, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway County
District Court, on or
before October 17,
1996.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
Perry Thomas Johnson, executor of the estate of Adell Artis
Johnson, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway County
District Court, on or
before October 17,
1996.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE

Calloway County Fire
Protection District #5
Board Members

Notice

Incliner
Sectionals

$599

Jimmy Greer
Route 2
Murray, KY 42071

.4unter Green, Burgundy,
Champagne

Danny Parrish
Route 2
Murray, KY 42071

PURDOM

FOR FISCAL PERIOD
July 1, 1995 to June 30, 1996

Expenditures:
Administration
fire Protection
Total Expenditurew
Ending Cash Balance
June 30, 1996

$1,210
26,431
7,317
- 3
33,751
607
32,700
33,307
$1,654

490
495
500
510
520

Downtown Murray • 753-4872
ENJOY a massage and no
hove pain, release stress
relax mind and body Call
Dave or Tern at Massage
To You. 7 days. 10a 10P
753-3801 Housecalls
Available!

REWARD! Taken from
house under construcbon
at 1804 Concord Dr in
Southwest Villa. Makita
skill saw, Echo weedeater
& many assorted hand
tools 753-5344, Jo
Rickman
THE Calloway County Republican Party is working
for a better and more responsible government
Please register and vote
Republican

For frees
Information call:

050
Lael
And Found

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

LOST: Black & brown Bea
gle puppy in Stella- Butter
worth Rd area. About amps
old, answers to Jo-Jo.
Child's pet. Call 489-2200
or 435-4200.

-tree local claim service'
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5. Nice consignment clothing. $1.00 Buys mens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6961

Fall Cict.
Spectacular
Week
Check our ad in th?
Ledger & Times for
details or call
Fringe Benefits

759-1874

A man of
words and
not of deeds
is like a
garden full
of weeds.
Classified

SEVENTH ANNUAL
INTER-TRIBAL INDIANA
FESTIVAL- October 11, 12
& 13, Hwy 136 E, Cal
houn Kentucky Special
music and dance pertor
mances Saturday, 11 am.
2pm, 4pm„ Sunday 11am
and 2pm Authenbc Native
America story telling. spear
throwing Silversmith flint
knapping children's activi
box Fun for the whole fam
try Information Libby War
ten 502 273- 5941, Terry
Welborn 502 926 9686

060

270
365
420
430
4.35
440
450
460

REAL ESTATE SALES
IvIotpiie Homes For Sole
For Sale a Lease
Home Loons
Rea Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Soie
Forms For Sole
1-10OS PO, S010

410
540
560
5.70

MISCELLANEOUS
Pubic Sole
sci trade
kee Column
Wontect

Hwy. 641 N. - Across from

Memorial Gardens

753-4566
Open. Mon -Sin. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m
Free Deli‘er and Financing A4ailablv
//c,•// PH,

Whe•re ettatit‘

Nlention this ad. ‘1

iw the tax.

.—BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify tor pre
forted rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rases at deferent ages lor $4000 policy
age 50
age 55

FEMALE
$020
r09

MALE
$1161
141$

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
sn
65
70
75

HELP WANTED: Earn
up to $500 per week
assembling products
at home. No expertonce. INFO 1-504-6461700 DEPT. KY-2021

COVENANT
TRANSPORT- All conventional fleet. 435 Detroit 9
speed. Drybox/reefer, avg.
run 1850 miles, benefits- All
the good stuff Exp.
800-441-4394 Grad student 800-338-6428.
DAY shift help wanted.
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus
Cafeteria. 753-2334.
DRIVER, CDL- Class A
Capable of loading heavy
construction equipment.
Apply at 1272 Old Fern
Valley Road, Louisville,
Kentucky. Equal Opportunity Employer.

DRIVERS, EOE- GET
HOME, GET MILES, GET
$1,000 WEEKLY stuffing MONEY- Busy dispatch
envelopes. Free info. Send needs flatbed drivers. Must
self addressed stamped have clean driving record.
envelope to, Express Dept Offers a good paycheck,
96, 100 East Whitestone benefits and late model
Blvd, Suite 148-345, Cedar equipment. Must be 24
Park, TX 78613.
years of age. 1 year OTR.
$600 TO $800 PER WEEK Maverick Transportation,
WITH- No experience Inc. 800-289-1100.
necessary! Now hiring indi- DRIVERS. INDUSTRY
viduals interested in be- LEADING BENEFITScoming professional truck Great pay, high miles, indrivers with training assis- crease after only 90 days
tance available. Call: Late model conventionals.
800-467-3806.
Teams or solo drivers. ConWay Truckload Services
ATTENTION OVER THE 800-555-CWTS (2987).
ROAD DRIVERS- Excel- EOE
lent work environment, excellent pay running late
DRIVERS, IS YOUR PAY
model convenbonals, sided
PACKAGE IN THE TOP
flatbeds, all air ride. Home
10- The National Survey of
most weekends, health and
life insurance, must be 23 Driver Wages by SignPost,
Inc. puts Roehl at the top 10
years old, 1 year experipay packages in the nation.
ence, CDL and good drivGreat
home time. Oualing record required. Call
comm. Drop & swap.
800-444-6648.
48/53' van or flatbed. 95%
AVON, $7-$15 a hour. It's no touch Sign on bonus_
EZ. No door to door. No Driver-trainers and teams
minimum order. Benefits, welcome. 800-467-6346
bonus Executive successDRIVERS J.B.HUNTSful methods. Hotline!
Willing to pay for the best
800-SELL AVON. Independrivers in the industry. Bedent sales representatives
ginning February 25th, drivEarn cash' 800-735-5286.
ers with 1 year experience
COMPUTER REPAIR will start earning .37c to
TRAINEES- High school .405 a mile. Call:
grads ages 17-34, U.S. citi- 800-2JB-HUNT. EOE.
zens only Learn to repair Subject to drug screen.
state of the art computers at
our expense and receive DRIVERS, OTR- Advanced Distribution Sysexc salary and benefits
tem. Top provider of flatbed
package
Call
services offering top pay
800-284-6289
and $1,000 sign-on bonus
to quality drivers. Call
800-646-3438, ext. 1007.
Owners, operators
nedding welcome.
195t4

so
21 76
27 31
38 77

13 09
15 54
1033
26 18

Prarn•uma guaranteed NOT ap increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4190
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1400-4554199

•r

•

LABORER- Skilled or gen
eral utility construction la
borers Apply at 1272 Old
Fern Valley Road, Louisville, KY Equal Opportunity
Employer
MECHANIC- Experienced
on construction equipment
and trucks Apply at 1272
Old Fern Valley Road,
Louisville, Kentucky Equal
Opportunity Employer.
NEED dependable auto
body man in Murray
767-9449 days, 437-4393
nights
PART time Music Minister.
First Baptist Church Dover,
is searching for a part time
Minister of Music_ The position is open to male or
female and will require only
Sundays at this time. Send
resumes to: First Baptist
Church, 220 Church St,

SALES/ cashier position
available at Bright's of Murray. Apply 110 So. 5th St.
WANTED: Someone to
sew and applique' Apply in
person, 308 Main St,
Murray.

EXPERIENCED carpenter
in framing and finishing
Must be reliable 436-2766

WHERE WILL YOU BE INS
YEARS?- Have you been
downsized, underpaid,
overworked, no job security? For information about
life changing opportunity,
call
24
hours
888-322-9849

FENCE ERECTORS- Hiring experienced or trainees Drivers license, drug
testing required Good pay
and benefits Call or write:
West Memphis Fence Co.,
P 0 Box 1565, West Memphis, AR 72303.
501-735-1798 Subcontractors also needed
FRIENDLY TOYS &
GIFTS- Has openings for
dealers No cash invest
mentl Fantastic toys Ex
clusrve gifts, home decor,
Christmas items Call for
catalog and information
800-488-4875
FULL time position for
companion/ aide to live-in ,
and care for elderly lady
Room. board and salary
included Call 753-5964 for
appointment
HAROLD IVES TRUCKING HIRING DRIVERSFree driver training, if you
qualify Students welcome
Experience pay up to 284
per mile Excellent benefits
800-842 0853

• 11. %.

Hi
El,
75
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• Otoadtrnos are 2 days
is advances,
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7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

; HELLO TO GOOD BUYS ili:Thi/.92!lsifiek
4 iti417r
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OW
par(
sho
van
yen
trip,
vest
Pau
501

CARPET & FLOOR C
—CTVERING)--N
Doing it right the first time costs
lees then doing it over.
First Ouallty carpet, hardwood, Ms & vinyl

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knight saw. & Installation zcr, Too Rd Murray

Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
KmgMs
Hwy 641 - 1'/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

753-7728

Hazel KY

486
RAP
CD
dow
flop
hun
$85

DEL
2ms
dnvi
386
80m
and
prinI
after
IBM
with

$80,

Plea

USE
and

* 208 S. 12th • Murray *
Mt
m
ow maimiaom
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omen
miemmmilimmi
momm
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land

Telephone Sales & Service
$35."
Phone Jacks Installed •
Ea. Additional Jack
V ODAVI sales & service
& Used Businec: Mont' SOL
TELEPHONE

or
502-

ANT
cok
or n

ANT
on
492
eve

Mu,
Part••

ELECTRONICS

753-7567

SI

D,

Have Mop pWill Travel
General
Cleaning
Churches

Carpet &
Upholstery
(Pet Odor)

Residential
Commercial

Stripping &
Waxing
Floors

Bonded &
Insured

Owner
Beverly DeVnes

502-436-2663

The Total Cleaning Service

WEEKENDS, days &
nights Apply in person at
Breely's, 641 N, Hardin

WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS.
Now hiring, Game Wardens, Security, Maintenance, Park Rangers. No
exp. necessary For application and info
407-338-6100 ext KY
111C. Sam-9pm 7days

hi

Ea

Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

.
.
*
767-0508
..*
.
.

PRINTING/ customer service, full time position in
commercial printing Excellent interpersonal relationship skills and references
required. Experience with
sheet-fed printing/ desk top
publishing a definite asset.
Printing Services & Supplies, 102 N 4th St, Murray,
KY 42071 753-5397.

43

.
OFFICE HOURS,

an PSYCHIC READINGS

PLASTERER/ PAINTER at
Murray State University.
Full time position with benefits. At least three years of
experience in painting, drywall finishing, and ceramic
and mosaic tile setting and
grouting required: four to
five years of experience
preferred. Must be able to
apply all types of paints,
stains, varnishes, and general paint line products on
all types of surfaces and
use sealants around tubs
and tile. Will be required to
repair plaster walls and
ceilings, including shower
and tub walls, and perform
other duties as assigned by
supervisor. Must be able to
work with little supervision.
Valid driver's license required. Salary $8.77 per
hour. Apply at, Human Resources, Sparks Hall, Murray State University, PO
Box 9, Murray, KY 42071.
An EEO, M/F/D, AA
employer.

ws

WI
so
43

Dover, TN 37058,
MIN Mil
MI
NM
MINIM
615-232-5496, or contact ---Mil
INN
Search Committee ChairniI,.4
man, Bobby Dill, at
or
615-232-6296
ow
232-5106. Fax: 232-8606. um
me
*
*
by Mrs. Anne
MN
PART time attendant
Tells Past, Present and Future ml
needed. Flexible schedule,
mai Advice On All Affairs Of Life. um
perfect for retired person or
me Palm & Taiat Card Reading Also Available
college student. Murray n
BP.
NM

DRIVERS- We have what
you've been looking for!
Assigned late model conventionals, home
weekends No East Coast,
$32,000+ average earning,
Valley,
Wabash
800-246-6305

••:

4

AcNtatisers are requested to
check the Oat insertion at
their ads tot arty error. Muaay
Ledge. a Iknee rd1 be responsible lot anly one Incorrect Iresedlors. My error
shaved be reported knatedl•
ately so correcflone can be
made.

Classifieds
Office Open

Holp
Wanted

vanit""
Wiggins Furniture

age
age
ago
age

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sae or Trade
Wont TO Buy
Articles For Saie
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Annqoes
Vacuum C•eoners
Sewing Mocnines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Msiscal
tvisceioneous
TV & Paolo
POI & Supplies

Notice

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays tor
Skilled Intermediate or
With
Custodial Care
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever

Furniture & Mattress

Summary Financial Statement
Calloway County Fire
Protection District #5

aas

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Feature Of The Week

Rob McCallon
Route 2
Murray, KY 42071

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auro Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Usea Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

IX)
IX)
I40
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
203
210
220
240
260
380

020

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

Judy Turner
Route 2
Murray, KY 42071

Total Receipts

40 years seems
Ilk. a long time

WITHOUT
20 20
GLASSES- Safe, rapid,
non surgical, permanent
restoration 6-8 weeks Airline pilot developed Doctor
approved Free Information
by mail 800-422-7320, ext
213, 406961-5570, fax
4 06 - 96 1 - 5 5 7 7
http //www yisiontreedom
corn
Satisfaction
guaranteed

Secretary
Shirley Burgess
Route 1
Murray, KY 42071

Receipts:
Real Estate Taxes
Tangible Taxes, etc
Interest

aim

Happy Birthday
Melon ie Lowe

Treasurer
Betty Darnell
Route 1
Murray, KY 42071

Beginning Cash Balance
July 1, 1995

11
ago.

Chairman
Pat D. Orr
Route 7
Murray, KY 42071

Business Services
-leanng & Cooling
Services Offerea

470
480

PLAYERS for 9 ball tournament on Thursday & Sundays Winter 8 ball league
now forming Call Breaktime Billiard, 759-9303 for

020

In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of
the Kentucky Revised Statutes, the following information and supporting data may be
inspected by the general public at County
Clerks Office between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m.

EKterminanrig

Notice

Jerry R. Adams, Rt.
1 Dexter, KY 42036,
F.
deceased, Earl
Adams, 3452 Red Bud
Road, Dexter, KY
42036, administrator,
appt. 9/18/96, Randall
A. Hutchens, 291 Main
St., Murray,KY 42071,
attorney, 96-P-00265
— All claims must be
filed by Feb. 28, 1997.

Classified

Insur once

080
230
250
290
530

024
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Moade Homes tor Rent
Mobile Home Lon tor Pent
Busineu Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

018

010

Lsgel
Naas*

060
C10

ADJUSTMENTS

753-1916

CALL

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Dcfnestic & Cnidcore
Seuanon Vvonred
Busness Opportunity
instruction

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CI
tat
Lii

Cl

(2;

tal
bo
Wi
Wg

be
be,
no
BI,
str
cc.
Bel

dir
mi
-

ler
Ro
Lii
13
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41i

MANAGER, Murray Calloway County Transit
Authority. Regular, full-time position. 11/01/9606/30/97. Position after 06/30/97 is contingent
upon renewal of grant; this is a grant position.
Benefits package with health insurance and retirement available, however, salary will be commensurate with experience.
High school graduate or equivalent with 3 to 5
years experience in bookkeeping or equivalent are
required. Applicant will coordinate day-to-day
operation of transit system, supervise transit
employees, manage maintenance of vehicles, and
perform related duties to include conducting safety
classes, implementing drug & alcohol policy,
performing employee evaluations. Applicant must
possess ability to make decisions under pressure.
It is essential that applicant have experience with

Full Time
Checker Needed
Experienced preferred but not necessary. Apply to P.O.
Box 1040-0, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
170

Dosses*
& Merin
CAROL'S Custom Cleaning. Home and office services Reasonable rates
Bonded, reliable For more
information please call,
753-9351 ask for Carol

budget preparation/management, grant writing,
and public relations. Familiarity with city and
county streets/roads and a valid Kentucky drivers

license are a necessity. Other requirements include
excellent written and verbal communication skills,
report preparation/presentation. some overnight
travel.
To apply, send current resume with cover letter,
and name/telephone number of 3 references to:
MCTA Chair of Personnel, Weeks Center-Box
107, 607 Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Screening will begin immediately and continue
until position is filled.
Murray Calloway County Transit Authority is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

2'L

240
Arttass
For Sabi
CLEANING houses is ray
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
HOME and Once cleaning
New construcbon, daily
weeidy, speaal cleaning
References Ph Valene,
436-5914
UTRE Angels Child Care
has 3 openings, 6am 5pm,
Mon-Fri, some Saturdays
Hwy 280, dose to East
Elementary Certified
753-2643
WILL dean houses Rao
sonabie rates references
437-4064
WILL do loght housekeeping 436-2510
100
Business
OpporernIty
BE YOUR OWN DOSSEarn $2500 part-time,
$8,000 tub-time per month,
processing insurance
claims for healthcare providers Software purchase
required plus computer. Financing available
800-722-SAMS
OWN YOUR OWN- Apparel, bridal, westemwew,
shoe, crystal/gift or $1.00
variety store. Includes inventory, fixtures, buying
trip, training. Minimum investment $16,900.00. Call
Paul at Liberty Fashions.
501-327-8031.

Is

120
ColapAers
486 COMPUTER, 8MB
RAM, 420 MB Hard Drive,
CD ROM, speakers, Windows 95, 3'A and 5'/.
floppy drives. Several
hundred disks of software,
$850. Call 753-4935.
DELL 386SX-16 computer,
2meg ram, 5Orneg hard
drive, $195. IBM done,
386SX-33, 4meg ram,
80meg HD, VGA monitor
and sound $295. Epson
printer $50. Call 759-9901
after 5pm.
IBM, 486, internet ready
with Citizen color printer.
$895 obo. If interested
please call, 759-4062.
USED computers, bought
and sad 767-0858
140

Want
To B.iy
20-30 ACRES, wooded
land, prefer Calloway Co.
or doss surrounding area
502-759-1969.
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433- day
or night.
ANTIQUES: Entire estates
or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings.

SEE us for your barna root
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 488-2722

CASH tor GI JOE bays old
or air* 753-7185
CASH paid for good used
rifles. shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th.
Murray

STRAW for sale $1 75 Per
10080 ft, 1st qualms, ' bale Ph 489-2436 if no
nailed down Bruce hard- answer leave message
wood floonng Call after
SUNTANNA tanning bed
5pm, 753-5490
works great Call after 5.
COMMERCIAL tanning 753-9849
bed,44 bulb, stand up unit10-15 sessions 489-2116.
TOO mud) to tistIl Cars
DEER HUNTER'S SPE- trucks hi performance
CIAL Deer Chow, Deer Chevy engine parts, houseBlocks, Deer Co-Cain, hold items reptile & fish
Stump Likker, automatic supplies Sunnaru Recital
feeders, etc!! Come see full Boa, tools & more Call Rick
line at Farmers Fannacy, 753 3619 after Sprn
Dixieland Center
USED furniture & ap
759-2248.
pkances Washer, dryers
DIGITAL RCA SATELLITE ref ranges air cond , TVs
Wood chairs chest, dress
SYSTEM- No money down
$25.05 a month. 18 dish, ers, desk lamps, student
installation included with 1 desk George Hodge, 806
Coldwater Rd
yew tree programming
800-856-0936 9am-8pm
WOLFF TANNING BEDS.
Financing available.
Tan at home Buy direct
and save' Commercial or
EMBERHEARTH wood home unit from $199 00
stove with blower. Nice Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call to$100. 435-4420
day 800-842-1305
FORMER Precious Moments Club Member, must
160
sell all collection. Some rebred pieces, some MemNom
bers Only pieces, some
Furnishings
dated pieces. Apprx 45
4 PIECE French Provincial
piece collection must be
bedroom suite. Perfect
sold Only serious colleccondition. Call 753-9401.
tors please!! Call Beth at
489-2065.
BROYHILL sofa, good condition, $75 Moving boxes,
assorted saes 759-5795
JOHN Deere 317, 48' cut,
full hydraulics, with 4ft hyd. LIGHT oak bedroom set,
snow blade, excellent con- new mattress 753-7934
dition. 753-8743
MOVING: Furniture and
METAL forge, gas oper- more. Call 492-8563.
ated, $375. 753-0062
NICE kingsize waterbed,
MORTAR mixer. Call after captain pedestal, bookshelf
& canopy, $250 492-8389
4:30pm, 753-6542
MOVING sale: Couch and
loveseat, sleeper couch,
end tables, boys riding
toys. 753-0199, 753-0147.
NO Payment, No Interest
until April 1, 1997. Or low
interest rates on all Cub
Cadet lawn & garden tractors. Lambe Small Engine,
Industrial Rd. 753-2925.

170
Vacuum
ammo
KIRBY vacuum, Legend I
$120 753-8016

BHB Firearms has moved
PROFIT STORAGE to town, 767-9744
Pistols,
CENTERS- Steel mini- rifles, shotguns, hunting
storage buildings Factory supplies
direct; erection available
30x100, 20 units, $9,692; FLEXSTEP stairrnaster, re40x150, 30 units, $16,215. tail $300, sell for $95 The
Free brochures. Sentinel Body Shop, total body, reBuildings, 800-327-0790, tail $200, sell for $95 Call
753-6068.
extension 790.

Saturday,Oct.5, 1996 at 10 a.m. at the home of the late Mr.Jimmy
D. and Mrs. Mozell McBee home. From Mayfield go to Lynnville,
Ky. take Hwy. 94 West toward Fulton. From Murray, Ky. take
Hwy.94 west through Lynnville. First paved road to left - Rhodes
Chapel Rd. Follow approx. 1 mile to auction. Watch for auction
signs. Regardless of weather.
(2) nice 3 piece large post bedroom suite - nice twin bed - Duncan Phyfe drum
table - other old tables - odd 5 drawer chest - knee hole desk - iron bed - quilt
box - old trunk - nice electric lift regular size bed - old walk to the moon & stairs
wall hanger - frost free ref. with freezer across bottom - large upright freezer washer & dryer.electric sewing machine - nice table lamps - miniature lamp nice coffee & end tables. nice clean sofa and odd chairs - nice clean recliners beautiful wing back chair - color t.v. - V.C.R. - like new electric tread mill beautiful dining table &6chairs - beautiful china cabinet - what note and what
not items - lot oflinen bedspreads - clean afghans. nice 8 place set of Majority
Black Magic china with vinegar & oil set & shakers - nice cake stand - large
strawberry pitcher with creamer & sugar, tea pitcher - strawberry mugs costumejewelry - strawberry canister set -8 place set ofchina with Christmas
season pattern - 8 piece set of pottery - 8 place setting of Trenshot stone
dinnerware - some old glass & china - tea glasses - stainless flatware - hand
mixer - alum.cookware - kitchen stool - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans
• large microwave - glass cookware - Rainbow vacuum cleaner - red vanity
lamps - metal lawn chairs & glider patio set - Preferred vacuum cleaner by
Royal - 20' extension ladder- step ladder - car ramps - push mower - garden
tiller - 16 ga.shotgun - 22Smith & Wesson pistol - new Snapper riding mower 13 h.p. electric start 33" cut & much more. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available. For more information and your auction needs. Phone 4354144,

3
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Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
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Miscollanitous
A
BkAUTIFUL
CANDLELAIHT- Oldfashioned wedding, Smoky
Mountains near Gatiinburg,
overlooking river, horsedrawn carnage, cabins
cuzzi, ordained ministers
No test or waiting. HEARTLAND 800-448-8697
(VOWS)
AN AFFORDABLE AND
PERFECT WEDDING- In
the Smoky Mountains, with
a courteous and professional staff performing
Christian ceremonies. No
blood test, no waiting.
800-619-3397.
a-A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
WEDDING- In the Smoky
Mountains. Gatlinburg's
Little Log Chapel Charming, romantic. Borders national park. A dream wedding to fit your budget
800-554-1451. SCP
a-ROMANTIC WEDDINGS
IN GATLINBURG AREASimple yet elegant Christian weddings starting at
$129 Flowers, photographs, lodging available.
888-428-9996 toll free.
CHRISTIAN MARRIAGESGatlinburg's Original
Church (since 1980)/
Photography, video, music,
flowers, limos, daalets. Jacuzzi suites, fireplaces.
Breathtaking views. Any
budget. Rev. Ed Taylor
800-346-2779.

an

HOW I made a fortune in
Furniture starting
with
$5,000,00 in inventory.
Send SASE for free letter.
Southern Liquidators, Rt 4,
Box 71, Grafton, WV
26354,
MARRY
ON
A
MOUNTAIN- Be married in
our magnificient mountaintop chapel surrounded by
trees & awesome views of
the Smokiesl Pigeon
Forge! For reservations
800-729-4365.
PANAMA CITY BEACHSandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort, $39 (1-4 person).
Restaurant, 3 pools (1 indoor), hot tub, suites up to
10 people, kitchens with
microwaves, tiki bar, Jet
skis, parasailing.
800-488-8828. .
PIGEON FORGE WEDDING CHAPEL- 'The Wedding Professionals'. Traditional southern weddings.
No blood test or waiting.
Romantic memories to last
a lifetime It's simple, yet
elegant' 800-408-8577

4as
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1972 AVENUE, 12x60, 2br,
1 bath Good condition,low
utilities, $2000 of new furniture or unfurnished
759-4800

LARGE selection of 1996
models at discounted
prices!!! Your housing
leader Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79 E,
Pans, TN 1-800-642-4891
MANY used homes, priced
to SELL!! Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc Hwy 79 E,
Pars, TN 1-800-642-4891
MOBILE HOME LOANS5% down, refinancing,
equity loan. Free sellers
package, land or home
loans Green Tree Financial, 800-895-1900. Nation's leading mobile home
lender

Roma

NEW doubt. *Ides. owner
financing Bankruptcy OR
Land or home packages
available statewide Husi9,
Homes 606 546 2455

New
commencal
building for rent.
Available October

Mobilo
Noose For Roe

I. Office - 1,300 sf,
central heat and air,
carpet, two bath-

28R, no pets Must have
references 753-9666

rooms. Warehouse
- 3,700 sf - heated.

2 OR 3BR, gas or electric
central h/a Edge of aty
limits 753-5209

Can Robert Swift
Day - 753-5976
Night • 436-5862.

260

SPACE available in Unrver
sity Square Central gas
heat skylight Open space
5 MILES South of Murray for retail plus office and
storage Also ideal for pro
on 641 Hwy. $100/mo
dudes water, trash pickup tessional office See
Concrete drive and sidew Loretta at Century 21
alk, newer model homes 753 1492
only 492-8488
320
MOBILE home lots or rent
Apartments
north of Murray 767-9435
For Rent
Pager 742-4435
I BR, low utilities reference
& deposit required No
pets, $225/mo 753-3949
300
Rusin...
1 OR 2br apts near downRent*
town Murray 753-4109
DOWNTOWN upstairs of28R duplex 2 blocks from
fice space on Court
MSU No pets, lease reSquare Rent $95 Includes
quired $300/mo, stove &
utilities. 753-1266
ref furnished 753-5421 afINSIDE storage Boats, ter 5pm
campers, cars pontoons,
2BR duplex, 1302 Valleyetc Horses boarded also
wood Dr, $360/mo
Call after 6pm 435-4184
759-4406
Moak
How Lots For Real

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or
753-7536
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621,

CLASSIFIED
. AUCTION
Tuesday, October 8 at 5 p.m. at the
Auction Mart In Kuttawa, Ky.

Lots of surplus items from the Lyon Co.
School System. Lots of fine, nice clean
furniture and antiques. House is full,
cannot except any more items.

Todd & Thomas White
Auctioneers
A LitTION
Saturday, October 5, 1996 • 10 a.m.
Location: Downtown Hardin, Ky., 1/2 mile from
4-way stop, going south on old 641,(Hwy. 1824)
Selling the former home of
Colonel Lee's Coueury Hams.

•

A beautiful brick and wood frame house on comer
lot, well landscaped with large shade trees. House
consists of 5 bedrooms (3 downstairs, 2 upstairs)
large foyer, living room, den w/fireplace and
insert, large kitchen w/pantry and lots of built-in
cabinets, 2 bathrooms (one upstairs, one downstairs). Upstairs bathroom has separate tub and
shower, also separate powder room. Also included
is a 3-car garage, paved driveway, and large utility
room with washer/dryer hook-up.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE: spiral
staircase, exposed beams, paneling and sheetrock,
partial central heat and air, lots of closets,
including walk-in closets, and parquet flooring in
den.
Also selling with house will be an unattached
approximately 9,000 square feet brick and block
building, including office space and concrete floor
with wash drains.
This building could easily be converted into
college or other apartments, or any business
venture that you might envision.
ADDITIONAL ITEMS
•1973 Chevy pick-up, 70,000 miles; Valcan-Hart
steam cooker, 480 volts, 3 ph, with self-contained
boiler; toaster ovens; microwave; wooden desk;
fire extinguishers, large quantity of knock-down
cardboard boxes; country ham display rack; 100'
1 -inch plumbing snake; fiberglass roll-around
carts; commercial Cryovac vacuum pak w/Kinney
3-ph compressor; Butcher Boy meat saw w/bad
motor; wall clock; sump pumps; 4-drawer filing
cabinet; office chairs; L-shaped office desk; small
metal cabinet; garden hose; stacking chairs;
Toledo meat scales; exact weight 2-1b. scales; old
wooden carpenter tool box-- and on and on!
•Real Estate to be offered at 10:00 a.m.,
with additional items following.
For more information, or to view before auction
date, contact Double D Auction at 502-527-8909.
TERMS: Real Estate: ten percent down day of
sale, remainder with passing of deed. Additional
items: cash or check with proper 1.D.
Announcements made day ofsale take precedence
over printed marerial. Not repsonsible for ac cidents.

6Double D
Auction Co.

4:14i
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FURNISHED efficiency
apartment for rent. Furnished lakefront, Cypress
area, $395/mo. utilities Ind
436-5099
EXTRA nice duplex, 2br, 1
bath, washer, dryer, dishwasher. Central h/a, deck,
garage No pets. Lease &
deposit required
753-5719.
HILLDALE Apts now taking
applications for 1,2, & 31:x
apts Handicap accessible.
Apply at Hilldale Apts office
Monday-Friday, 7,30-3.30.
Equal Housing Opportunity . 437-4113. TDD
1-800-545-1833 X287,
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, lb;
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888.
LUXURY apt for rent Large
2br, 2 bath on Hwy 68
between Jonathan Creek
and Aurora Close to lake
Call 474-2774 or 354-8824
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Apply in person at 902
Northwood Dr No phone
calls please. Equal Housing Opportunity
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex with garage. Appliances furnished, wid
hookup, central gas h/a,
$525/mo, 1 yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905, 753-7536

Donald (Deb) Rickman, Auctioneer
837 New Hope Rd, Calvert City, KY
Phone (502) 527-8909
.
Dave Dunning, Auctioneer
Jerry Austin Insurance & Real Estate

116
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Noble
Hamm For Si.

•

Mobilo
Room For Solo

GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains Areas most
beautiful chapels. Elegant
white or cedar mountain top
chapel gazebo, Chnstian
services, complete arrangements, cabins No
tests or waiting
800-893-7274.

42? •••-
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1986 REDMAN, 14.70
BIG screen tv for sate Re- 3/2, new kitchen Boor, de
sponsible party to take on hwasher Also included
small monthly payments stove & refrigerator, gas
Good credit a must Call furnace, a/c. $16,000 obo
753-1952
1-800-718-1657
UPRIGHT piano, $100 3BR, 14 bath, mobile
home on good lot Wilson
753-2793
Realty, 753-5086

4

Six
wooded
mobile home
lots on Seth Rd. off
Coles Campground Rd.
753-1778
75376546
759-3181

ROMANTIC CANDLE
LIGHT WEDDINGS
Smoky Mountains, or
droned ministers elegant
chapel photographs to
als videos receptions
honeymoon cabins iacuz
is Spacial packages for
September No waiting, no
blood test Gatlinburg, Ten
nessee 800-933-7464 or
800-WED RING

1986 ATLANTIC, 14x52,
E-5 Coach Estates, $7000
753-4153

220

IC.

Ind

rade

LIQUIDATION sale Fitness machines from health
center NordicTrak, Nautilus Schwinn & Carnstw
Call 502 251 2122 ask for
Tom

en-

ith

Ilsoillerterass

STEEL BUILDINGS
5,000, sizes 30x40x10,
$4,603, 40x60x14, $8,336,
SCI-FI books in good con- 50x60x14
$9,657,
dition & books on taps, 50x100x16,
$14,756, SKI MACHINE Call alter 6,
mainly ficeon Book RaCk, 60x80x14, $13,455, 759-9839
753-4821
60x100x16, $16,785 Qua
SOLOFLEX for sale Make
ity service Free brochures often Call 753
6348 after
Sentinel Buildings
5pm
800-3270790, extension
Articles
79
Far Salt
210

ESTATE AUCTION

nes

fipons
Equipoise
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1996

VERY nice lbr at Farmington Square, 11 miles from
Murray toward Mayfield.
Washer, dryer, stove, refrig, dishwasher Water &
trash pickup furnished
$315/mo & deposit No
pets. 762-4483 8am-4pm,
345-2748 after 5pm

2BR, 2 bath, central h/a
appliances furnished Also
2-3br duplex Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR, central h/a, dose to
University Available 10/1
753-9235 after 5pm

* NOW OPEN *
AAA Mini
Storage
Located Behind Shoney's
On Duiguid Drive

753-8359 or 759-9854

641 Storage
Available Now
4x5 • 4x10 • 5x10

10x20 • 10x25

Call 753-5585
imrt/Witrt•*"..-Ar:rillYafir

'rarr::t V:

A Lic—rzco NO
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!

SAT. OCT. 5TH, AT 10:00 A.M.
EVELYN WARNER: DECEASE])
1069 SOUTH 10TH • HAYFIELD, KY
SPACIOUS FRAME HOME
SITUATED ON 1.292 ACRES
COUNTRY LJKE SETTING
IN 'THE CITY
4 BEDROOMS - LIVING ROOM - FAMILY ROOM - SUN
ROOM - BASEMENT W OUTSIDE ENTRANCE - LIKE NEW
WINDOWS • LIKE NEW CENTRAL GAS AND AIR UNIT GARAGE WITH UPSTAIRS AND A DOUBLE GARAGE
W REMOTE DOORS- BARN TYPE BUILDING
• ALL THIS WITHIN 2 BLOCKS OF LONGFELLOW SCHOOL"
REAL ESTATE SELLS AT 12:00 NOON!
Terms: 15% Down Balance In 30 DAYS
1965 BUICK LESABRE 400, 2 DOOR HARDTOP
20,200 ACTUAL MILES, BOUGHT NEW BY MRS. WARNER!
"
NTIQUE IIIIIGH11-1011HITS
4 PC POSTER BEDROOM SUITE, BED, CHEST, VANITY.
STOOL - 3 PC BALL BEDROOM SUITE - METAL BED • 1
DRAWER TABLES - ODD TABLES • ODD CHAIRS - WING
BACK CHAIR -WICKER ROCKER - ROCKERS - AMERICAN
FEDERAL STYLE FOLD DOWN COUCH - MISSION STYLE
CHIFFOROBE - CHIFFOROBE - SOFA W CHAIR • QUILTS KITCHEN CABINET- MARBLE TOP KITCHEN WORK TABLE
- QUILT BOX - TRUNK - ORNATE FRAMES • LAMPS •
CROCKS - SINGER SEWING MACHINE - FOOT STOOLS •
DROP LEAF TABLE - DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE AND
COLLECTABLES GALORE - WRINGER WASHER • GE
REFRIGERATOR AND ON AND ON MODERN ITEMS
ZENITH COLOR TV W REMOTE "ELECTRONIC FURNITURE
STYLE" - COLOR CONSOLE TV • TWO LIFT CHAIRS - CONVALESCENT ITEMS - MAYTAG WASHER • GE ELECTRIC
RANGE - MAGIC CHEF MICROWAVE - HOTPOINT 19.7 CU
FT REFRIGERATOR - POTS . PANS. DISHES - HOUSEHOLD
MISC .. SNAPPER 8 HORSE RIDING MOWER - PUSH
MOWERS - WEED EATER - STEEL PICNIC TABLE .- YARD
AND GARDEN TOOLS • BARN AND GARAGE MISC
MRS WARNER SAVED MANY TREASURES
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

JAME
S R. CASH
74, AUCTIONEER 8, REAL ESTATE BROKER
el,
9 FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 502-623-8466
it P 0 BOX
THE
SELLING MACHINE

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS
If you have something to sell, here's the was to make your
c
heard. It's the Kentucky Statewide Classified Network.
For $175: you can place a 25-word ad in 80 Kentucky
newspapas with a potential audience of mom than 1,000,000
readers.
We've sold everything from antiques to station wagons From
steel buildungs to sewing machines
Contact this newspaper for details. Then get ready to sell
KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK

753-1916/

For Rent
Or Lome

Is Your
Attic Full?
Is Your
Basement Full?

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759 4081

SPRING CLEANING
TIME IS HERE?

NEWLY decorated, 3tx. 2
bath brick home on very
quiet street in town
$600/mo 753-6279
160

•

'

..
•
•

•
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INSIDE storage Boats
camper's, cars pontoons,
etc Horses boarded also
Call after 6pm 435-4184

LARGE tobacco barn to
sale or rent Coldwater
489 2116 leave message

1, •

•".
•

4Get Fast Results in

.

the

CLASSIFIEDS

-

Advertise your
unwanted items:
•Furniture 'Household Items
•Appliances •Etc

370
Uvostock
& Suppe*.

JUST CALL

PEG Appaloosa stud, 2yrs
old, broke. $775 753-0062

753-1916

REGISTERED Angus Bull,
24 yrs old
$850
436 2689

and a,k for

A '''•:•"

CLASSIFIED
380
Pets
& Suppe.*
DOG obedience classes Of
private Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858

,

and—we will be glad
to assist you in finding
the most economical
way to sell your items!

•

-ftm,

-01P-••••
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Pubic
SiN
HAPPY
JACK
TRIVERMICIDE- Recog
hiZed sate & effective
against hook, round &
tapeworms in dogs & cats
Available over the counter
al Southern Stales

Public
Ssis

Garage
Sale
1605 Keenland Dr.
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
gins bicycles, mattress,
roil away bed, 3 drawer'
chest, dishes, jewelry,
nice
clothes
toys,
much much more

Moving Sale
Friday & Saturday
Oct. 4 & 5
7:00 a.m. to ?
Rain or Shine
1410 Dudley
lousehoid and craft
items, toys, men, women & girls clothes,
plus sizes and other
misc. items

Attic Clean
Out Sale
108 N. 7th St.
Oct. 4 & 5
8:00 a.m.-?
baskets, craft items,
fabric, kitchen items &
small
appliances,
clothes, Chhstrnas
items, etc.

Garage Sale
400 S. 11th St.
Fri., Oct 4
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Ptaltzgraff dish, Wexford glass sets, Time
Life Old West, U.S.
History book sets,
jewelry. dolls, and
more.
No Checks

Yard Sale
Friday
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
1651 Ryan Ave.
(In back)
No Early Sales
Wood burning stove,
toaster oven, housenoid goods, knick
• -.WKS

Garage Sale
Oct. 4 & 5
7 a.m. til T
94 E tcr 280 turn on
Outland School Rd.,
first houSe on left
Ood oak bed, cherry bed,
odd bed, 3 pc oak bd.
suite. tin & glass door
pie sale - louver doors,
pella windows, girls
name brand clothes 0-

Yard Sale
121 N. at Intersection, 1836, south of
Coldwater
Fri & Sat
8 a.m. till ?
*coc Naater '10uSe plans
:Vas toeSlei oven, stsi
Areiy CO°Os king size
waterbed mattress radios
sewing n'ar.hine material,
aanw-s quilts, and tops,
wars Chnstrnas tree, kos
a' "Sc

I Yard Sale
8 miles North
on 841.
Watch for signs.
Thurs. & Fri.
7 a.m.-6 p.m.
1986 Bronco II, dolls,
antique kitchen cabinet and lots of other
items

4 Family
Yard Sale
703 S. 9th
Fri., Oct. 4
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 5
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Oss knck knacks,
naby - kids & adults
clothes, book best sellers You name it we got
iti

530
Homes
For &ate

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
750-4218

Yard
Sale
94W to Lynn Grove.
Watch to sign.
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-?
15 years accumulation of items

"Hazel Day"
4 Party
Yard Sale
Oct 4th & 5th
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Hazel, 403 4th St
Watch For Signs
Lots of baby items,
swing, car seats, etc.
Nice infant to adult
clothing & shoes

Garage Sale
94E to 280, 4'4 miles,
turn left on Beane
Road, Vi mile turn right
on RocksIde Lane, 'Ii
mile to sale.
Fri. & Sat
6 a.m.-6 p.m.
700i 3 Yeng room states
antems Stereo toys clothes
ades sweaters Coleman
store arO ge_ssirare
Ran or Stuns;

Yard Sale
Frt., Oct. 4
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Camelot Subd.
Wiswell Rd. to Gibbs
Store Rd. Follow the
signs.
Housewares, furniture, toys, girls clothing (sz. 8-14),
($225),
showcase
much misc.

Yard Sale
Stella Trailer Park, 121
N. about 5 miles to
Stella on left
Oct. 3 & 4
7 am.-?
Guitars, clothes, craft
supplies,
computer
programs, (2), 8x12
sheds, bedding, kitchen
appliances, new items

Yard
Sale
1103 Sycamore
Friday, Oct. 4
8:00 a.m. to Noon
"Something for
everyone."

Garage
Sale
901k N. 20th
Fri. & Sat.
7:30-?
Walkfit treadmill, girls
& women's clothing,
home decorations &
more

Yard Sale
Go out 94 east about
7'/7 miles across the
road on the left from
Duncan Willow Furniture.
Fri. & Sat
8-5
baby clothes, toys &
gills clothes size 2-6,
Avon, furniture & toys

CHECK
YOUR
AD

KOPPERUO Realty has
buyers wailing to purChilie
homes all moo ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or slop
by office at 711 Main St
WANT to buy Small Lake
house or land verivell & utile
taia 502-759-1969

ONE INCORRECT IN
Any
error
SE RT ioN
ShOuld be (11100rItld .r0M111
dtil101y SO corrections can

be made CHECK YOUR
AD carefully and notify

The Classified Adverbs
,nq Department mrnaii
ateiy in case of an error

753-1916
Classified

-

FIRST orrie on tie market
3BR, 2 bath kitchen with
lots of cabinets & built in
desk & dining area Extra
large tarney room with fireplace & gas logs Sunman
opening to deck. ceiling
fans landscaped & extra
lot New natural gas heat &
air Call 753-5121

1995 CaE0 Prism, black,
loaded Call 753-4633
leave message
Sit GRAND Marquis all
power 73xxx miles excellent condition $3200
753-5463
'90 FORD Escort GT Sap
eic, Cruise Ott, white wigray
mayor. $3100 753 2486

Yams

ALL wound hauling junk
clean up. cleaning out
sheds/ gutters Yard mulch
ing roe work Free eat
mama Joe 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations slabs sidewalks driveways buildings
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214
ANT1OUE rehnishing fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

LAMB &Ogler 040H113 Improvements remodeling
additions roofing, sidISSGI
tree estimates 436-2269
LAMB'S Painting and Contractors No job too large or
Residential
small
Sandbia.sting- Spray Painting
436 5 9 5 0 ,
1 800-636-5262
LAMB'S Painting and Contractors No job too Large or
small
Residential Sandblasting Spray Painting 436-5950

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mirror
manufacturers All work LEE'S CARPET CLEANLake
and parts warranted Ask ING has served Murray for
Preperty
1992 CHEVY Lumina, for Andy at The Appliance 25 years All new equipCLOSE to Lake 12x60,
Works. 753-2455
ment cleans deep dries
white, wired interior, good
2br
bath Mobile home
fast Free Estimates
gas
mileage
759-5530
JUST
3br
completed
2
APPLIANCE REPAIR
on 4 large wooded lots
753-5827
bath home 6 males north of
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Approx 1a acres, w/CHA
Murray Master bedroom
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- LICENSED for electric and
AN utilities, 12x22 room ad
500
has double French doors
perience
BOBBY gas 435-4358
diton under construction
Used
Master
whirlbath
has
tied
HOPPER, 436-5848
storage building 'A !Ale to
TeualM
MORRIS Mobile Home
boat ramp in Kenana lake pool tub Living room has
BACKHOE Service- ROY Movers Licensed & InShore Heights 1st $13,500 French door plus gas log 1985 JEEP CJ-7, gray with HILL Septic system, drivesured Phone 767-9630
fireplace Dining room has black hardtop and steel
buys it 502-436-5719 if no
ways, hauling, foundations,
bay
windows
also
separate
doors
Runs
great!
answer leave message No
NEED a carpenter? Call
breakfast nook, 36tt front 436-6136 leave message etc 759-4664
Realtors please
753-2627 We do all types
porch & double garage
BACKHOE SERVICE
on machine if not home
BRENT ALLEN septic tank of construction Specialize
.1.10
Many more extras you'N
1987 CHEVY Silverado, installation, repair, replace- in houses, remodeling,
rarefy find in a home in this 4x4, red, aluminum wheels,
Lees
decks, porches, erages,
price range Low 90's Call loaded, $7,400 328-8944 ment 759-1515
For Side
concrete, trim and other
753-2592
BOB'S Plumbing Service
3 HUGE corner lots in Pre1989 DODGE DAKOTA All work guaranteed Free odd jobs
NEW,
2
story,
4br,
24
Heights,
from
500 feet
ston
4x4- Tan with tan interior estimates 753-1134
PLUMBING Repair All
city limas All underground baths Open foyer, colAuto, P/S, P/B, V6 White
types plumbing repair
umns, tile floors. etc. etc
city utilities 753-2339
letter tires. Looks and runs BUSHHOGGING, box Reasonable rates,
City subdivision Ready to
blade, front end loader, 52' 502-437-4545
MOBILE home lots for sale sell 759-2571, 435-4013. great $4,500 00 Phone
for garden & yards.
tiller
502-875-4050
Dealer
close to town north wee 435-4040
Landscaping, yards PLUMBING repairs, fast
767-9435,
Pager
mowed & weed eated. service. 436-5255,
742-4435
1990 CHEVY full size, Nab, Snow removal, free estiR & R Electric. Licensed
MURRAY Estates Starting QUALITY homes, priced 60xxx actual miles Bed- mates Call Gary. 753-0912 electrician. Call anytime,
right!
liner,
no
2
Extra
mechanical
nice
diffi3br.
2'a
or
Pop 492-8530.
at $18,000 Great location
762-0001.
bath homes, extra large wales Looks great, $8900
for now & the future
CARPET
CLEANING
SPE753-2215
kitchen,
master
suite,
forSEAMLESS gutters in50 2 - 4 35 - 4 4 8 7
CIAL, $25 00 a standard stalled, residential or commal dining, walk-in closets
904-673-0040
1991 FORD Ranger XLT, size room FREE scotchTimberline roof, fireplace,
mercial, Servall Gutter Co.
ONE of Murray's newest tile & marble baths, 3 car 5sp, a/c, 60xxx miles, herb, guard & deodorizer. 753-6433,
great
tires
Excellent
condi436-2654.
subdivisions, Strawberry garage Call 753-3903.
tion, $6900 753-5740
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Fields, located off Coles
CARPET CLEANING. Removal. Insured with full
Campground Road 1 Acre
1994 FORD Explorer, Emergency water removal
line of equipment. Free esbudding lots, restrictions
27xxx miles Excellent con- Expert furniture cleaning.
.170
timates. Day or night,
Call Edwinda at Grey's
dition, $18,000 After 7pm, Pet odor removal Free Es753-5484
Properties, 759-2001
753-2168,
753-8854
Motorcycles
timates, LEES 753-5827.
THE Gutter Co Seamless
A5n
1987, 350 WARRIOR very '79 WRECKED Jeep
CARPORTS for cars and aluminum gutters, vanety
Fans*
fast 753-7331
435-4554
trucks. Special sizes for of colors Licensed, inFor Selo
motor home, boats. RVs sured Estimate available
'85 NISSAN pickup, $1350
and etc Excellent protec- 759-4690
10 WOODED acres mu,
753-0062
tion, high quality, excellent
near Ky Lake, New ConMECHANIC'S SPECIAL- value. Roy Hill 759-4664. WALTER'S Contracting,
Very private,
cord
Gerald Walters, owner.
1989 S-10 BLAZER 4x4$11,950 Easy Terms.
Looks good inside and out. CLEANING- yards, barns, Vinyl siding, painting,
753-9302
1978 CHEYENNE Blazer
Good tires Dark blue in sheds, attics, garages decks, additions, roofing,
11 ACRES Owner has re- 4x4, 400small block, rebuilt color. Needs motor (auto Hauling, Free estimates 20yrs experience, tree estiduced price or will divide to trans, $2500 753-8988 or 2 8) Books for $7,000 + Luke Lamb, 436-5950
mates 753-2592
sell just budding site, in- 753-7925
selling for $300000 OBO. COMPLETE residential
WANTED:
Odd jobs. Landcluding mobile, ponds and 1984 CHEVY custom van Phone Georgetown construction. New homes,
scaping, mulching, hauling,
detached garage Call with extras 1989 Dodge 502-867-0078,
add-one, garages & remod- gutter cleaning, pruning,
Carol at Kopperud Realty, Dynasty, low mileage
eling. Free estimates. Call tree removal, shrub trim753-1222
492-8615
753-7091
ming, etc, For a free esti530
26/AC (—+) Approx 9/ac
1984 MAZDA RX7, new
COUNTERTOPS, custom. mate call 753-9048 after
Services
cropland 2/Ac Pine trees, engine, 55xxx miles, excelHomes, trailers, offices. 6pm Experienced
Offered
15/ac wooded Excellent lent condition
Call
Wulff's Recovery, Murray. WOOD VCR- repairing
building spots, good road 247-4720.
436-5560
Al
Al
A
TREE
VCR's, camoorders, microSERVICE,
frontage, $40,000
1985 CADILLAC Coupe stump removal, tree spray- CUSTOM BUILT wooden waves. Mon-Fn,9-12, 1-5.
435-4537
DeVille, 71xxx miles, extra ing, hedge trimming, land- decks & fencing. Excellent Free estimates. Visa/MC
ACREAGE 1A to 275A. nice, loaded. Williams scaping, mulch hauling & workmanship. Affordable accepted. 753-0530.
Coldwater area, owner fi- Used Cars, Hazel, KY
mulch spreading, gutter rates 753-7860.
nancing 502-759-4713
cleaning. Licensed & in492-8898
sured, Full line of equip- CUSTOM bulldozing and
HUNTERS paradise, 56 1987 PONTIAC 1000,
ment, Free estimates Tim backhoe work septic sysacres 10 miles north of 63xxx miles, air, auto. $450
Lamb
436-5744, tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Murray, 22 acres tendable
Down, $208 per mo Bank- 1400-548-5262
FREE kittens, 6wks old,
Horace Sholar
759-1701
ruptcy, Bad Credit or No
other kittens 6mos old.
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- 436-2510.
NEW listing Approximately Credit, Most Qualify. Wil- A-1 Tree professionals.
vices. -Cleaning" vinyl sid70 acres, quietly located liams Used Cars, Hazel, Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Callo- ing, homes, mobile homes,
Just off Hwy 94 East, Just KY 492-8898
570
way County since 1980. boats, brick driveways,
past Browns Market on 1990 BMW 5251, white, exFree estimates 437-3044 parking lots, all exterior
Hico Rd Priced at $72,711, cellent condition, loaded,
Wanted
cleaning, acid cleaning
or 492-8737,
this listing features 30 $15,400 753-7357
available David Borders,
acres m4 of beautiful rolling
A & A Lawn Care, mowing, Insured, Completely MoWANTED- Venture capital
pasture with some fencing. 1990 GRAND Am LE, red, hauling, tree trimming,
laile. Phone 502-759-4734. buyer to develop historic
2dr,
4cyl,
auto,
115xxx
small pond, small livestock
Free Estimates. Mark Cellular 502-853-1108.
1806 Colonial Inn. ABC
pole barn and many variet- miles, $3900 759-5608 af- Lamb. 436-5791
ies of fruit trees Contact ter 6pm
D.COLSON ROOFING. All license and fine dining/
Rich at Kopperud Realty, 1991 TOYOTA Camry, AFFORDABLE quality work guaranteed. We are convention eligibilty His753-1222, for additional in- auto pl, pay, very good building you'll be proud of, licensed, better check with tory dating to Underground
on condition 382-2395 after Additions, remodeling, cus- us before you decide Railroad and stagecoach
formation
tom woodwork, roofing, Phone calls are free stopover 606-885-3130
MLS*3000763
5Pm
vinyl siding, decks, por- 559-3694.
1994 NISSAN Albma SE, ches, fences and home re
FOUR Star Mobile Home.
white, Sap, sunroof, 46xxx pair, Free Estimates
parts & service Everiock
767-9268.
miles, $12,800 753-5582
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
1300S0 ft house 24x30
grey 492-8488
shop on 2 7 acres, adjoinSay
The Classifieds
ir2 mmImlLr -.
ing 4 lane on Van Cleave
G & E Plumbing repairs
Rd, $45.000 753-4525
Free estimates 492-8680
1984 CHEVY Conversion
van leather, tv, good condi
Don 753-0199, 753-0147

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

2BR, 1 bath in Graves Go,
gas furnace 8 stove, propane tank, vinyl siding,
$18,000 502-345-2834
2YR old home,4 miles from
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras 753-4761
3BR 1 bath on large
shaded lot Call 753-7232
3BR, 1 bath w/extra
shower, new central gas
heat 8 a/c New roof, huge
carport on beautiful lot,
$86,000 1011 Story Ave
753-5482
3BR. 27, bath brick, family
room, large kitchen, dining
room 8 utility room 2 Car
garage with from 1 to 30
acres with stable 8 tobacco
barn, north of Murray
489-2999
3BR, 2 bath brick house,
4 5 miles west of Murray,
$57,000 Call 489-2449

Advisitswi a are requested
to checli the first ,nserson
of ads for any error The
Murray Ledger it Times
Will be responsible for only

COLONIAL charm on
beautiful Carve Brad near
MSU campus Home fee
tures 51:4 4 baths & over
3300sq ft of Irving area
Reduced for quick sale
$149950 Kopperud Re753 1 222
alty,
MLS•3000752

530
Services
*Weil

HALEY'S
IUgl9Puck
MI Rental and

Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Business On A Budget?

GUTTERS cleaned & repaired, No job too small
527-7380.
HANDYWORK/odd Jobs
wanted No job too small
Just give us a call
759-1184
HOMETOWN Budding and
Remodeling We do it all
Licensed, Insured to
$300,000 Fred Osborne ,
474-8621
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
lip*/ again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery Murray
KY 436-5560

Your Ad Could
Be Here...

Services
Oasis°

- 27 Years of Quality Service -

Custom Wood
Floors
Floor Sanding & Refinishing
Installation • Repair • Restoration

Dan GriSSOM

1103 West 6th Street
Fulton, jOi 42042
(502) 472-2300

1 MINIMMIEll

N

ATTENTION I
Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates

New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement
ii
lVne

436-266
/1 1

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heabng & Cookng Service & Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer

A AMERICAN
NO STANDARD
1742
Nr 1.0.,,
.7
Murray, Ky.

(502) 435-4899

• Driveways • Parking Lots
• Subdivisions

K.T. Paving
3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036
Kenney Travis, Owner
Bill Travis
Phone (502) 759-1039
Phone (502) 474-2779
Cellular 559-8434

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-4-36,-57.44
IL-2300-54B-5215.2

LICENSED & LNSURED
Tree Trinaning
Ent., Estimates
Tree Removal
14 lir Service
Operated
Stump Removal
Gutter CJealung & (11141)ed i
Service
Cleanup
BI
Mulch Hauling
Landscaping
Light Hauling' Etc
TThi LAMB
Full Line of
Hedge Trimming
"Quality ScrviceEquipment
Tree Spraying

Custom
CABINETS
B WOODWORKING
Will Build

To Your Specifications!

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N. 4th Si. (Nam.' to Lassocr Plaster) - Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC.

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen &

Bath Cabinets

• Drop by and soe our showroom
Clean out your
closets, basement or
garage Advertise these
no longer needed'
items in the classifieds

,753-1916
Classified

4O3 SUNBURY - MURRAIN (Behind Bunny Bread)
7F-1-5040

— Need Extra —i
Cash?
Run a Classified. —

SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad In classifieds
every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.

IBR, 2 bath beautiful older
brick home with garage &
fireplace, $90's Coleman
RE, 753-9898

Call 753-1916

4BR, 2 bath brick, utility
room, central ha, with appliances 1850sq ft living
space 2 car garage with
paved driveway Bedrooms
large with walk-in closets &
large hying room Fenced
patio, nicely landscaped,
large lot Kept very nice
753-0509 after 530

Prestige Homes

BEAUTIFUL 3br, 1 bath
brick Well maintained on
deed end road in town
Large lot, double carport
$100,500 753 5482

or 759-5613

Need
Extra
Cash?

530

Unice*
*Wed

For Details

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

Building quality homes at an affordable
price Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates

MasterCard

We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see ttliy your home
shrsuld be built v.itli PRES1IGF11

753-5628

Call Us Today!

753-1916

—
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LOOKING BACK
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Ten years ago
The United _Way of Murray
and Calloway County kicked off
the first fund drive to be from
Oct. 1-31. The goal for the drive
is $50000, according to Betty
Lowry, president, and Gale Cornelison, fund drive cochairman.
Murray Optimist Club named
Junior Cleaver as Mr. Optimist;
Donnie Criswell as Rookie of
Year; Ronnie Gibson for president's award; Randy Dunn,
secretary -treasurer award:
Richard Vanover, Optimist of the
Year; and Dick Foird, Key Man
Award. New officers are Randy
Dunn, Donnie Criswell, Steve
Farmer and Mark James.
Births reported include a girl to
Dr. and Mrs. Danny Futrell, Sept.
9; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Burch
Kinsolving, Sept. 19.
Twenty years ago
Kentucky Governor Julian Carroll will speak at Murray Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce "dutch treat" luncheon
on Oct. 11 at Holiday Inn.
Rubye Pool presented a program on "Woman's Responsibility
To All Women" at a meeting of
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Dowdy,
Sept. 22.
Dr. Eugene Schanbacher, associate professor of Industrial Education, Murray State University,
spoke about "The Metric System"
at a meeting of Theta Department
of Murray Woman's Club.

TODAY IN HISTORY

Thirty years ago
Maurice H. Ryan, Murray
businessman, and Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president of Murray State
University, have been elected to
the permanent Board of Directors
of Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.
Ken Miller, Patsy Sholars, Gail
Smith, Celia Taylor, and Steve
Etherton arc officers of Student
Council at Calloway County High
School.
Kenneth Reed of Tuscaloosa,
Ala., is speaker at a gospel meeting at University Church of
Christ.
James Sims is the new minister
of music at Memorial Baptist
Church.
Forty years ago
Verne 0. Kyle of Murray Division of the Tappan Company has
been named as one of six new
vice presidents of Associated
Industries of Kentucky at a meeting at Louisville.
Mrs. E.C. Parker presented a
program on "Progress Schools
Should Make" at a meeting of
Murray Magazine Club held at
the home of Miss Cappie Beale.
Installed as new officers of
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star were
Mildred Bell, Bud l Stalls, Anna
and Peter Kuhn, Agnes Fair, Inez
Scarbrough, Belva Dill, Mildred
Stalls, Sue Mahan, Dorothy
Boone, Adele Wilson, Ora Lee
Farris, Ola Winchester, Nettie
Klapp, Mildred Dunn, Christine
Kelly, Edna Parker and Norman
Klapp.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 3, the 277th day of 1996. There are 89
Jays left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One year ago, on Oct. 3, 1995, in a decision that outraged some and
elated others, the jury in the O.J. Simpson murder trial found the former football star innocent of the 1994 murders of his former wife,
Nicole Brown Simpson, and her friend, Ronald Goldman.
On this date:
In 1226, St. Francis of Assisi, founder of the Franciscan order, died;
he was canonized in 1228.
In 1863, President Lincoln declared the last Thursday in November,
Thanksgiving Day.
In 1922, Rebecca L. Felton, D-Ga., became the first woman to be
seated in the U.S. Senate. (Mrs. Felton had been appointed to serve
out the remaining term of Sen. Thomas E. Watson.)
In 1929, the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes formally
changed its name to the Kingdom of Yugoslavia.
In 1941, Adolf Hitler declared in a speech in Berlin that Russia had
been "broken" and would "never rise again."
In 1942, President Roosevelt established the Office of Economic
Stabilization and authorized controls on farm prices, rents, wages and
salaries.
In 1944, during World War II,, U.S. troops cracked the Siegfried
Line north of Aachen, Germany.
In 1962, astronaut Wally Schirra blasted off from Cape Canaveral
aboard the Sigma 7 on a nine-hour flight.
In 1974, Frank Robinson was named major-league baseball's first
black manager as he was placed in charge of the Cleveland Indians.
In 1981, Irish nationalists at the Maze Prison near Belfast, Northern
Ireland, ended seven months of hunger strikes that had claimed 10
lives.
In 1988, Discovery completed its four-day mission, the first American shuttle flight since the Challenger disaster.
In 1990, West Germany and East Germany ended 45 years of postwar division, declaring the creation of a new unified country.
Ten years ago: American hostages Terry Anderson and David
Jacobsen, held by pro-Iranian kidnappers in Lebanon, asked the Reagan administration in a videotaped message to work as hard for their
freedom as it had done in getting reporter Nicholas Daniloff out of the
Soviet Union.
Five years ago: Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton entered the race for the
Democratic presidential nomination. South African author Nadine
Gordimer was named winner of the Nobel Prize in literature.

PROVING, ONCE AGAIN,THAT MAN
rS INFINITELY SMARTER THAN
INSECT!
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CATHY
LOOK RT THIS BEAUTY

( LOOK AT THIS BEA1.11N

PENTIUm-ZOO PROCESSOR.
WITH A 2&I& HARD DISK...
3Z NIB OF EDO RAm AND
256K OF CACHE.. 1Z1313(T
6RAPHiCS ACCELERATOR CARD
_ISDN MODEM .. AND RECORDABLE cD -Rom DRIUE!

SHOULD ONE
&MEN THE
QUICK-TME
UR PLUG-IN.

SLEEK, NARROW-LE& PANTS
...SLINKY, BELTED, OPENFIF.CK 3ERW1 TOP... SENSUOUS SUEDE FLATS.. CASCADiNG HAIR ..SULTRY
CHARCOAL EYELIDS WITH
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ME NoW To Mr-Di-TATE
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HAS A REAL- STQC.K
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THERE'S A CAT IN
THE NEIGHBORHOOD!

DEAR FED CP: Install deadbolt locks on your front and
back doors, and get an answering machine or the phone company message center to handle
your calls. It may not resolve
your problem completely, but
it's a good beginning.
DEAR ABBY: I couldn't pass up
the chance to respond to "Unappreciated in Long Beach." the lady
whose husband never remarked on
her delicious meals. Cooking is apparently in my genes, and for 25
years I prepared three meals a day
for my husband. His packed lunches
were the envy of his co-workers.

Sare

r

QUICK! HIDE IN
MY MOUTH!

WHERE 15 THE TRUST?
WHERE IS THE TRUST?!

MALLARD FILLMORE
17AT iif'RESIDENT
'COR't 13EI.IEF5*? To floPPy
PisK5?

suddenly
(2 wds )
46 Early morn
48 Opened the
sleeping bag
50 TV's Winfrey
53 Witnesses
54 Brewer's vat
55 Movie co.
57 Igloo dweller
61 Three (It )
62 Fargo's St
64 "How sweet

1 Eternities

5 Wife of Osiris
9 Couple
12 Abound
13 Attract
14 Sea bird
15 Invent
17 Sodium
symbol
18 Trouble
19 For fear that
21 Ernest
Borgntne role
23 Broke (law)
27 Daphne —
Mauner
28 Eyes
amorously
29 After Mon
31 Dog's foot
34 As far as
35 Court matter
37 Author
Umberto —
39 Armstrong ID
40 Energy unit
42 Depot (abbr
44 Discover
1

50 16 it VUE *AT
you
NOT ONLy -NGINEERw
F
tHE nz"EIDENT COMESACk

2

3

65 Hockey great
66 Lights out,
67 "— But the
Brave"

DOWN
1 And so on
(Latin abbr )
2 "— the
ramparts
3 Born (Fr,)
4 Tinier
5 I e . in full
6 Grad -to-be
7 A Flem ng

4

5

6

19

8
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II
ki

18

III
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29

29

Mallard Fillmore" the boom , Send 5795 • $230 sm check or money order) to "Mallard
Fillmore" PO Son 606 Riverton NJ 06077 Allow 4-6 weeks dellvety
14
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LL GET
YOU A
DRINK OF
WATER

46

I KNOW 51-1E15 OUT

THERE! I CAN'T c
LOOK! SHE'S OUT I
THERE,I5NT SHE

ill

mil
54

ill
ill

31

3'

32

ill

39

11

40

SHE'S OUT THERE
JUST WAITING TO
DO SOMETHING
STUPID! SHE
DRIVES ME CRAZY!

4'3
48

44

4S

49
51

57UUI
Nil
tilled
if il• dUlU
UUU illUlU
ill

66

32 — vera
33 Magic stick
36 R-V linkup
38 Raincoat
41 "Rockford
Files' star
43 Part of 08 A
45 Symbol for
thallium
47 Mother
49 Emits (fumes)
50 Director
Preminger
SI Kitten sound
52 "Mad About
You" actress
56 Oklahoma
city
58 Simpson
judge
59 60 secs
60 Simple sugar
63 Pacino ID

'0-3
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for good.
DEAR DR GOTT: I've been diagnosed with costochondritis and suffer
from sharp. shooting pains in my rib
cage Besides heat, is there anything
else I can do to ease the pain?
DEAR READER This painful condition results from an inflammation of
the cartilage that attaches to the ribs.
The cause is unknown In addition to
the sharp pain you describe, costochondritis is also associated with tenderness over the affected areas.
Treatment usually consists of heat.
analgesics (ibuprofen and others),
ultrasound therapy, and — in resistant cases - cortisone injections into
the most painful spots.
The condition is not serious. It usually disappears in a few days.
1996 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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I CAN'T PITCH
KNOWING THAT LUCY
15 IN RIGHT FIELD!

DR. GOTT
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PEANUTS

DEAR ECSTATIC: Your letter
gave me food for thought.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently came
down with a disorder called H. pylori
bacterial infection. Please discuss this
condition.
DEAR READER: These ubiquitous
bacteria cause ulcers and other forms
of peptic disease. No one knows why
some people are infected and others
are not. But many authorities are convinced that most cases of duodenal
and gastric ulcers are related to H.
pylori infection, a far cry from medical
dogma 30 years ago which dictated
that peptic disease was caused by
"stress" or had an emotional basis.
H. pylori infections are diagnosed
by a special blood test and treated
with a variety of antibiotic regimens.
The infection is almost always curable. This therapy also eliminates
symptoms of peptic disease.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Peptic Ulcers." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$2 plus a- long, self-addressed.
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station. New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. G.OTT: After going to
two doctors, I was recently diagnosed
with erythema nodosum. What causes
it and is it a recurring problem? In my
case, I have three large. red welts all
over my legs that feel like marbles
under the skin, and my skin feels as if
Answer to Previous Puzzle
it is sunburned.
DEAR
READER: Erythema
MOM N
MMMOO
nodosum is a characteristic skin reaction seen as a consequence of several
diseases, notably strep infection.
kiAAMMM
tuberculosis, colitis, sarcoidosis, and
others.
The skin lesions resemble raised
bruises that are painful and occur
R OIRA
0110101 most commonly over the shin bones
When doctors see erythema
ORO MORIUMON
nodosum,
they automatically begin
ADAR
thinking of possible causes. Thus,
such patients are usually subjected to
a battery of X-ray and blood tests, cultures, biopsies and other analyses to
find a treatable disorder for which the
10-30 1996 United Feature Syndicate
skin lesions are really a marker.
If your erythema is recurrent, your
8 Used the pool
Asian holiday
9-Rip to shreds
doctor has yet to discover what's
22 — hoc
(2 wds
23 Election Day
causing it. You need more testing —
10 Court order
task
or, perhaps. a referral to a diagnostic
11 Exclusively
24 — Stravinsky
specialist Ian internist). Once the
16 Plagues
25 Chemical
basic disorder has been identified,
20 Southeast
suffix
specific therapy — such as antibiotics
26 Owing
9
io (1
or steroids — should be prescribed
30 Reverband your painful welts will disappear
erations
14

111
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COME ON, CHARLIE
BROWN ..THE GAME IS
5TARTIN6 YOU'RE
SUPPOSED TO BE
PITCHING..

7

12

ALSO GAVE HIM,
FOR THE FiRsr
Time,
A 561 OF
teRE f3f14F.F.5"?

and a dinner was never finished
without his raving about the meal.
It was an everyday occurrence.
All that good food apparently
ruined his brain, because he decided to up and leave. He left me the
house, the car, the bills and no
money. He planned to leave on
Thursday. He asked if I would consider fixing his dinner, letting him
sleep at home and then send him oft
with a good breakfast, all for $100. I
told him to stuff his money and
made him leave on Wednesday. The
clincher came when he said, "Well.
dear, one thing I can say about you
is that you're a damn good cook."
Say what? How about sticking by
him after a job injury that he
turned into a two-year "vacation"?
What about staying with him
through his job terminations, the
bankruptcy, his drinking, and the
14 years of child care I did to help
pay the bills that he couldn't? And
all he can say is that I was a good
cook? Had I been smart, I would
have fixed him a last supper that
would have had him pulling over at
every rest stop between here and
wherever he decided to go — and
kept his $100. too.
Tell "Unappreciated" to keep on
cooking, and if he eats it. be satisfied. Being told you're a great cook
doesn't amount to a hill of beans if
your other qualities go unrecognized. These days I cook for my son
when and if I want to. I no longer
prepare meals the way my husband
liked them. I don't have meat at
every sitting, I use less salt, haven't
had an egg in weeks and can't remember what a package of bacon
looks like.
My financial picture is becoming
brighter now that I'm not paying for
his keep. I will soon look better and
he healthier. He, in the meantime,
will be in an early grave because of
his 3-pack-a-day habit and his alcoholism. Am I happy? You can call
me ...
ECSTATIC IN GRESHAM,ORE.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

9AV'75 !O!,

N

about this, and he makes excuses
for her.
We can't plan to do anything
without having to change or cancel
our plans because of them.
I have told them both I would
like some privacy, but it does no
good. My mother-in-law calls at
least six to 10 times a day just to
see what Fm doing.
Abby. I need some advice on how
to deal with this. I just want my life
back with a little privacy.
FED UP IN
WEATHERFORD,TEXAS

into a mistake by means of a subtle
psychological ploy.
NORTH
Accordingly, Kamil took East's
• 10 9 7 3
king of diamonds with the ace and
•A J 7 6 2
immediately led a low spade towards
•J4
dummy! This unusual and unex+Q 3
pected play gave West food for
WEST
EAST
thought.
—
•K J 2
As Kamil hoped, West now had
IF 9 8 4
K Q5
to consider the possibility that East
+ 963
4 K 10 8 7 5 2 held the singleton ace of spades.
+9742
A 10 8 5
This would be consistent with
SOUTH
South's spade play, as well as the
+. A Q 8 6 5 4
bidding.
✓ 10 3
West then tried to visualize how
•A Q
his side might score four tricks. It
+K J6
seemed likely from East's double,
The bidding:
which implied length in hearts,that
East
South West
North
South had only one heart. Declarer
1•
14
Pass
2
was already known,from the play at
Dble
4+
trick one, to hold the A-Q of diaOpening lead — three of diamonds. monds, and he surely had either the
This last of the three 1996 ace or king of clubs. If all this were
Reisinger Knockout deals features a true,the defenders'only hope was to
brilliant play by Mike Kamil that score a club trick and three spade
provided half of his team's winning tricks. That was exactly what Kamil
margin of 19 IMPS in the 56-deal hoped West would think.
final.
After agonizing for several minKamil reached four spades after utes, West decided to play Kamil for
East opened one diamond and then a hand such as 4 Q8654 IP 3•AQ5
doubled two spades,implying length KJ108,so he played the deuce on the
in the unbid suits.This double, which first spade. One can only imagine
wasn't made at the other table, West's chagrin when dummy's nine
played a key role in the outcome.
won the trick as East showed out.
West led a diamond, and Kamil Kamil eventually lost a spade, a
assessed his prospects. Ifthe spades heart and a club to make his contract
were divided 2-1, he could not be and gain 10 IMPs,since four spades
defeated,since he would lose at most was defeated at the other table.
one spade, one heart and one club.
Man Truscott,reporting the deal
But if West had the K-J-2 of spades, in The New York Times, labeled
the contract appeared doomed. If Kamil's play a "safety trap." We,his
that were the case, however, there teammates, will remember it fondly
was the possibility of luring West as the "Kamil Coup."

I.

GARFIELD

1

I can't even take a shower without
her walking in on me.
I have talked to my husband

East dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.

THERE! I GOT
74kr PESKY
mOSQUITO!

ming
POt.al
to t.al
rViCe
Etc.
74. of

DEAR ABBY: Two years ago, in)
mother-in-law and father-in-law
sold their home and moved next
door to us. My husband gave her a
set of keys to our house in case she
has to get in for an emergency.
Since she received the keys, my
mother-in-law walks right in without being invited. She even comes
into our bedroom or bathroom to
find me. I have no privacy anymore.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONDIE

17

DEAR ABBY
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Publisher of Frankfort paper steps down
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Albert E. Dix, publisher for more
than 30 years of The State Journal in Frankfort, annoInced Wednesday that he would retire.
Dix, 67, assumed direction of
the Frankfort newspaper in 1962,
after his family's publishing company acquired it from Perry Publishing Co.
Dix' daughter and son assume
the titles of co-publishers at the
paper.
"I'm 67, in good health, and
my wife and I have a great many
things to do," Dix said in a statement released Wednesday morn-

mg. "My daughter, Ann, and
son, Troy, are fully prepared to
step in and run this newspaper
and they share my concern for
The State Journal and how it
serves the community."
"1 think Al will leave a void in
the newspaper field as far as
Kentucky is concerned," said
Walt Apperson, publisher of The
Murray Ledger & Times.
"He's taken a paper and made
it strong, he wasn't averse to
changes," Apperson said.
"We're not going to move
from Frankfort," Dix said. "This
is home for Edna and me and we

vest Time

intend to stay he-re. If I can help
Ann and Troy I will, but it is
their time to step in and take
over
The Dix Communications
Group also owns daily newspapers in the Ohio communities of
Alliance, Ashland, Cambridge,
Defiance, Wooster and a paper
that serves the northeastern Ohio
towns of Kent and Ravenna.
The family-owned company
also operates 18 weekly newspapers, four television stations
and seven radio stations, according to Editor 8: Publisher
Yearbook.

Means

Time!

HOROSCOPES
FRIDA OCTOBER 4.1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will hill you 99
cents a minute.)
V.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are confident, self-disciplined and witty. Independent spirits, they want to live life on their own terms — free from family.
or peer pressure. Let these youngsters know that they must obey "house
rules- as long as they reside at home. Danger often appeals to these tearless
Libras. They may show an interest in hang-gliding or auto racing. Sociable
and considerate. these Libras can have a wonderful career in the hospitality
industry. They are experts at putting people at ease!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Financial issues will be high on your
agenda. Build for the future by making shrewd investments. A new
alliance or partnership merits careful
scrutiny. Additional income is most
likely to come through free-lance
assignments. Reward business associates who have helped you in the
past. Traveling in January or February of '97 will bring both fun and
profit. Corporate negotiations boost
you into a higher income bracket!
Act confident of your romantic partner's love.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: actress Susan Sarandon. singer Patti LaBelle; author
Anne Rice, baseball player Tony
LaRussa.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Haste can create errors. Take time to
regroup before continuing with a
complicated project. Progress is
slow but certain. Your social plans
are subject to change.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Do not let absentmindedness become a problem. Write down important names and dates. Seeing your
professional associates on a social
basis will deepen your rapport.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
Tokens of good will have the
desired effect. Establish better relations with your siblings or offspring.
Although business is slow now, it
will pick up steam later in the
month.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A
romantic partner may wonder about
your next move. Sort out complicated plans for the future. Take sour
time putting together a business
deal. Buy at discount stores or
through catalogs to save money..

mind is a clear conscience. Count
your blessings! A secret wish will
soon be realized.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Compartmentalizing your professional
and personal life is a good idea if
you can do it. Yesterday's lessons
still apply: the situation is
unchanged.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): If
seeking greater intellectual stimulation, attend lectures and seminars.
Someone from your past could turn
up, hoping to rekindle your relationship.

SAGITTARIUS (Not. 22-Dec.
21): A busy day lies ahead. Count
on being especially productive during the afternoon and evening hours.
Take the lead where a'personal relationship is concerned.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
191 Put a clever idea into operation.
Others will be impressed by your
talents. Expect fair remuneration for
your efforts. Children will relish
one-on-one attention from the adults
they love.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Welcome a creative challenge!
Physical activity is better than sitting around like a couch potato.
Look to the future, not the past.
Share a hobby' that does not cost a
lot of money with your mate.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
difficult experience will show you
where you stand. Too many social
engagements could wreck your budget. Consult your friends and relatives for inexpensive entertainment
ideas. Brown bag your lunch and
practice other small economies.

ORTON BUILDINGS
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36'x10'x48' Deluxe Equine Facility 12' o.c.
• 6' Diamond "M Porch
• 6 12 Pitch Roof System
• 1/2' Heavy Duty Thermax
Roof Insulation
• 2-17x9'4' Full Diamond 1.4"
Crossbuck Double End Doors
• 4-4'x7 Aluminum Clad Dutch
Doors
• 1' Gable Overhangs

• 1' Vented Sidewall Overhangs
• 1-2'6-x76- Cupola with Fan
• Exterior Wainscot with Protective Liner
• Premium Kynar 500'Mylar
5000e Paint System
• Gutters & Downspouts
• Free Morton Weathervane
• Full Morton Warranty

60.x14.x105' Deluxe Machinery Storage "New"
Raised Chord Truss System
• 1-27"x15'6"ALUMASTEELn'
Double End Door
• 1-30'x14' "ALUMASTEEL'v
Double Side Door
• 1-3'x6'8" 9-Life Window wi
Shutters
• 7 Gable Overhangs
• 1' Vented Sidewall Overhangs

25,639.00

• Continuous Ridge Ventilation System
• Exterior Wainscot with Interior Protective Liner
• Premium Kynar 500'/ Hy-

tar 5000' Pant System
• Gutters & Downspouts
• Free Morton Weathervane
• Full Morton Warranty

$41,729.00

The first women to compete in the modern Olympics were probably
Marie Ohner and Mme. Brohy. who took part in the croquet contests
of 1900.
42'x16'x45' Energy Performerme Farm Shop

Team up with
C.M. Moose at the
MSU Homecoming
Parade!

• 1-24)(14' Overhead Door with
Operator
• 1-3'x6'8r 9-Lite Prehung Morton Insulated Wa'kdoor
• 1-4'1(3' 9-Lite Wndow
• Complete Steel Lined Interior
*v.,6 Band of Acoustical Panels
• R-19 Insulator) in Sidewall
R-38 Insulation in Ceiling
• 7 Gable Overhangs

54x13'x75' Basic Machine Storage
•1-27x14'-(r Double End Door
(Wood)
• 1-3'x8'-8r T3000 Plain Walk
Door
• Gutters & Downspouts

• White Polyester Paint System
• Premium Kynar 500*/ Hylar
5000* Trim Paint
• Free Morton Weathervane

System
'Exterior Wainscot with Interior
Protective Liner
• Premium Kynar 500"' Hylar
5000' Paint System
• Gutters & Downspouts
• Free Morton Weathervane
• Full Morton Warranty

$14,229.00

27'x10'x54' Open Sided Livestock Shelter
• /r Heavy Duty Thermax
• Premuim Kynar 500'/ Hylar
Roof Insulation
• 7 Rows of 7x8" Tongue &
Grooved Splashboard
• Gutters & Downspouts

$22,062.00

Lumber&Buildi

SOOOD Paint System
• Free Morton Weathervane
• Exclusive Norton livestock
Warranty

$10,903.00

All warrantKe vtcludie malarial arid labor arid are not prorated Suede prcing includes taxes. mew
,als. labor and deivery a unloading wear 40 miles of a Morton Buildings. Inc. Construction Center
Custorrer must provide is
side wehout underground cbstructions and must parlia)ate in the three
step payment program. Prices may vary because of local building codes. These prices do not
include concrese due to local price variations or special dogging equipment which may be required
because of underground obstructions. Otter exprres November 4, 1996. Sites must be prepared and
aPproved by your local Morton Buildings, Inc. sales consultant by January 31, 1997. Kyrie 500*
Trademark of EP Mochem, NA Hytar 5000' Trademark cd Ausimont. U S A Energy Performer"
. and
ALUMASTEEL r. Trademark of Morton Buildrngs

MORTON
BUILDINGS
3000 Outer Road • Charleston, MO
Jct. 1-57 & Hwy 62
(573)683-2175

Have you ever considered
Leasing a Building???

• Silicone

• W ater clean up
• Exceeds ASTM C-834-91
specs
• 26 years durability

30'x105(4.5' Deluxe Garage 9' o.c.
• Continuous Ridge Ventilation

• 2-10'x8' tnsullated Overhead
Doors with Operators
• 1-3'x6'8" 9-Lite 1-300 Thermal Walkdoor
• I -4'x3'9" 9-Lite Window
• 1-2'6-x2•6 Morton Capola(No
Earl
• I' Gable Overhangs
• I' Vented Sidewal I Overhan gs

$35,838.00

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Show.
your loved ones how much you care
hy. putting their needs first. Know.
the difference between what is real
and what is fantasy. Plan a night on
the town with that very special person.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Focusing on key issues helps you
stay on track. The secret to peace of

additives Improve
adhesion & flexibilIty
• Painte.ble
• Interior dr exterior use

• 1' Vented Sidewall Overhangs
• Continuous Riclege Ventilation System
•Exterior Wainscot with Interior
Protective Liner
• Premium Kynar 500'/ Hylar
5000* Paint System
• Gutters & Downspouts
• Free Morton Weathervane
• Full Morton Warranty

10% Off
Sticker Price
Lawn de Garden
Books Only

A 5 to 7 year Leasing Program is available
that provides long term fixed rate finance to
protect the operating budget from fluctuations
in variable interest rates...

It Has Great Tax Benefits
FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4' wide door
8 x 8
8 x 12
8 x 16
64 sq. ft. 96 sq. ft. 128 sq. ft.

$750 '950 '1,150
*Kentucky Sales Tax Now

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
759-1390
- Your Home Investment Company Since 1884 Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; Saturday 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Closed Sunday
Sale Priam Good at Murrny Store Only1 • Other Locations; Benton & Lake City

Contact one of our sales consultants today to lock
in your order for this Harvest Days
Special for December delivery.

MORTON
BUILDINGS
Excellence

Since 1903

Call
Kevin Segebarth
for more
information

502-534-9117 or
1-800-447-7436

New D.E.S.-Rescue Unit phone number — 753-9111

